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Althou fe practically all reli;;ioua /roups are opposed to universal
railitary training, they h*v« been forced to deal with the tact of
a peacetime draft. The Korean conflict and the continuation of
world tension has resulted in an increasing concern on the part of
the churches for the large numbers of young men who must serve in
the Armed Forces. In this thesis we have attempted to make a survey
of how some of the Protestant Churches and ,.ro ps of churches have
tried to meet this challenge.
In the course of the study the writer interviewed lour secretaries
of Armed Forces work for Protestant denominations, am *wil*d ques-
tionnaires to ten church leaders in this type of work* Eight of these
questionnaires were filled in and returned. Another one of these
ten leader* sent information regarding the work of hie church * t
did not ill in the questionnaire* Letters and Informational roBterlal
were received from two other interdenominational commissions on
Chaplains and Military Personnel.
The study ha not only h*an concerned with what the churches
are doing for service personnel, but also with the efforts of church
leaders to awaken the interest of local churches in performing *
spiritual ministry for their youth, befor*, curing and after military
service.
Probably *•*» ;r«atest contribution the churches siake toward
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supplying a spiritual ministry to service personnel Is the rurnishing
of clergymen who serve as chaplains in uniform wherever military
personnel are stationed. This thesis however, is primarily concerned
with the direct ministry of the denominations through the local
church to the rmn or woman in Use Armed Service's*
In a it ion to correspondence from church leaders* the writer
has used a number of government and church pam» lilets and tooklets*
as well as his own experiences In the preparation of the thesis*
$ estiona are made concerning ways in which the writer :eel8
the ministry to military personnel might be Improved, but no pretense
is made of reaching earth shaking conclusions* The study is an
attempt to suanarlM the historical background concerning the Service
of the Churches to ' ervlce Personnel, and to survey the present cay
thinking of church leaders charged with this responsibility.

CHAPTER I
Prior to world w&r I
H I IIWI ! «<»'» —
jwhes of Asaeriea have furnished Chaplains since the ay»
of the Continental Aray md 8avy, but their greatest concern for
the spiritual an i Moral welfare of Military personnsl has teen •aost
evident during periods -hen our country was at war. In this they
were eterel; following the ^ntareet In acrvi.ee pwrsonnel manifested
by the public in ;;ensral«
In November 1861 the loung tftn's Christian Asaociation sponsored
the or aniaation of the United States Christian Ooaaisslon which was
the forerunner of th« sodsrn United Services Organisation* Aside
from the Pible Societies, which had been furnishing scriptures to
military personnel or many years, this Commission narks the begin*
ning of or anised intexwdenoainatlonal efforts to suppl^sent the
chaplains work. Pioneering in a new field the Commission rendered
outstanding services during the Civil 8ar« M -rhape, one of the
t*st services rendered by the Coaiaissian v»» the awakening of the
"hrietian conscience of the United States to the needs of service aen«"l
1. CM. Drury, HIStORI 01 THE HAPLMN CORPS, US NAVT, VOL I,
Washington, C.C., 19^9, p. 97 •

Que of the turning points in the intftrest of the Protestant
churches In the Araad :; ervleee came with the bounding of the >©deral
' ouncil of Churches in 19Q&, ana the subsequent sz animation of the
icil's CoTwelttee on Anay and "wavy Chaplains*
Until about 50 ye*r& ago the appointment oi Military chaplains
waft usually on a political basis* and we* in raoat cases a personal
Matter as ar as tins ^lergyaen were concerned* In 190$ the hoaan
Cetholie Archbishops of Aaerica appointed a representative to work
with the government In the s^pointawnt of Catholic chaplains, and
in 1906 the &*thodist Episcopal Church, Worth, provided a similar
representation in the form of a co *ittee« Vne ederal Council of
'Churches Cossai^tee m Chaplains, itf«ifi*4 to above, was organised
in 1913* This Coaaitteo urged the various denominations to establish
their own chaplains iiaaiasions* Aaong the first to do this was the
Lutheran General Council, and the Disciples of Christ. The Arsgy
and Navy were grate* ul for the assistance of church bodies in securing
properly qualified chaplains. Ihis cooperation was especially
appreciated during the expansion of the Anud lorees in feorld bar I**
QNMariUag world »«ar_ } 3f<C oilo«in^
The XlsKA, supported by »any rrot*?8Uint groups, greatly enlarged
its activities at howe and overseas during ftorld 'Hat I# to provide
for the physical, mental, and spiritual welfare of service personnel*
SJ|||«Wla^SWw<SWS0eiSjSISiaw*^ i*»m*mmm*mm*mmm*mHm tt it< i \*»»mmmmm*m**mmmmmMmmmmiMmmimm
2* Ibid*, pp. iWi, 1U$*

Among the Roman Catholics the Knights oi" Coio^bus, Catholic Joung
Men1 a Union and the Chaplains Aid Association set up an extensive
prograst to nerve Catholic MM in uniform, under ths coordination of
the Oetholic neli'sxa Conference organised in August 191?« 'ihis
Vaicaae the National Catholic Weli'ar© Conference in 191$*^ This is
p&B of a*« organisation, for*»d to minister to military
personnel, which hss teeeosjs a peraanant fWMf with additional
functions. Other MHstl gro»ua wars the Jewish welfare Board, and
the national I*ith*jran Council. Ihis Council was actually m out-
growth of the experience of Latheran cooperation through the Oosnisaion
for Solders snri Sailors in Sorld fear la
In addition to the»e groups, the I; aivation Ar?i?y and saost of the
larrer Protectant churches conducted a program of ainistering to the
splritusl welfare of military personnel. The rresbyierisn Church,
;
. .
•• rilailW tttt distinction of being the first Protestant church
to establish a National Service Coeamiasio&* &om of these agencies
s$t up their own service centers on Aray, Navy, and Marine Corps
bases. *fter several 01 the«© lar^sr groups had conducted their
own "und raising drives, s cooperative fund drive was organised*
The "United War $ork Campaign* proved highly successful «ven though
it was launched the week that Uie Armistice was sitfiod* Services
provldsd by these religious groups included, recreation centers,
3. Ihid., PP. 19$> 196.
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overnight lodglng* religion instruction elH«H and discussion groups,
as well as ftinrt thing --idea, pMfy hooks* arid Mpf types or devotional
literature* &any churches furnished Service Pastors who ministered
to military personnel ana their dependents in areas tv»r»r lar*?e
srtlitsry bases. **
uring the days of dwiaoblllsation a* tar 1918* «out of the church
groups disbanded, or greatly reduced the activity of their comities
for working with serviceaen* ^a«y of the church leader* eere caught
in the widespread feeling of disillusionment concerning the *<**, m\v
military service in funeral, during this period. fc few editorials
urged the churches to get out of the chaplaincy 'uainees end snarply
criticised the ederal council i'or its part in chaplaincy -ufttt^rs
since its organisation*^ .Somstlmes young people, who entered the
Arraed Services, found that the enuinencss of their Christian aiUa
was questioned by this action* The STitsTj aba serve ; IS 33 to
1935 as an enlisted Marine, found thia attitude in churches and
especially whan he returned a?* an ex-«e«r -$n to bccoBr© a ittihTf*
terial student* )nly a ver^ snail percentage of churches nee**
military bases n»rri&<i on an ac ive pro^raa for serviceoen during
the period between fcorld :«^er 1 and H«
In spite of criticism* m>5 tensands by various church gjroupa
that the uenaral Cccaaiitee on Ara-y and Hnvy Uiaplains Btea&d be
% .d.* pp* 217, 219.
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overnight To '.ring, rellgioub instruction classes and discuaf i ;n roups,
at wall as furnishing i.rl««, prayer books, Md r^ny types or devotional
literature* Many churches fumlshad Service Pastors who niii&stared
to illitary personnel Md their Smpmndtntl in areas HM* larve
military bases***
uring the daya of demobilisation a tar 1916, most of the church
groups disbanded, or greatly reduced the activity of their coamitU*es
for working with servicemen* Many of the church leaders acre caurjht
in the widespread feeling of disillusionment concerning the *<**, and
military service in funeral, during this period* A few editorials
urged tiia churches to get out of the chaplaincy K;elnees sod snarply
criticised the federal S ouncH for its part in chaplaincy niattsrs
since its organisation*--' 0O99%&MHi young people, who entered the
Armed Services, found that t*M • enuineness of their christian faivh
was questioned by this action* the Wfitmtg ^!io served tgm ±353 to
1935 as an enlisted Marina, found this attitude in churches and
especially whan he returned us an afilsasail to boooas * #in' Bi-
teriai student* Only a very small percentage of churches rmtir
military bases carried on an ac iva program for service-'^en '.1ur:ing
the period between fcorld *«r I and XI*
In spite of criticism, ami damneft by various church gjroups
t the -Jenersl Cossmittae on. ?-t®q? and Mry Chaplains should bt
& Ibid,, pp. 217, 219.
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&sbanded, it continued to /.unction and was available to serve as
a coordinating agency between the churches and the Armed Forces when
World War II started.
During World War II and Following
With the build up of America 1 s Armed Forces before and during
World War II, a number of church groups organized or strengthened
their existing agencies for performing a spiritual ministry to
military personnel* The National Lutheran Council, for example,
undertook a survey of all military training centers in an effort to
determine needs, after Congress passed the draft law in September
19U0# After hearing the report in January 19U1, the Council voted
to make a general appeal for :unds to launch an extensive ministry
to military personnel* Similar activity was taking place in several
of the larger denominations* Devotional literature for the men, and
equipment for the chaplains was being prepared*
Agencies of the three major religious groups for endorsing
clergymen as chaplains weret The Military Ordinariate, organized in
1917, in New York City for Catholics} the Army and Navy Religious
Activities of the National Jewish Welfare Board in New York Cityj
and the General Commission on Army and Navy Chaplains In Washington,
b*C, The General Commission represented 30 Protestant denominations*
.
Some otter denominations worker closely *ith the General Commission
Othar groups, Southern Baptist* '-piscopal, and It theran, cealt
directly with the Araeti Services* The iact that a clergyman was
endorsed by hia church and a till remained under it* authority gave
hia a peculiar status in the Amad orces. It results In hia being
a special link with hose lor the man or woman in <nllitsry service*
Largely due to the nature or ita organisation the homan Catholic
Church had greater ^facilities for filling its quota of chaplains,
nor did the Jewish group have too such difficv*lty meeting its quota.
Protestantism* with ita independent and diverse elements, never
reached its quota of chaplains, although some denominations met
or exceeded their apportionment* Alaost 12,030 ministers, priests,
and rabbi8 had served in the Armed Services trough the nearly four
years of war by the time it was over*
7
Utilising experience gained in ftorld ar 1, moat churches did
S much better job of assisting their chaplains, and in performing
s ministry to military personnel than in the first war* xtensive
campaigns lor xunds were conducted and millions of dollars were
raised by churches lor work with servicemen* Many churches set
up e;t$active programs of aiding demobilised chaplains and veterans
in readjustment nto the community* Wid* publicity in religious
periodicals and other media wau sivsn by the churches*

mtyw
ring the .-iays ft? • aaof-iliaation in I9h6$ stoat church a;-?mciee
nnised to sdnister to military pnVWmwA w*?re drastically reduced
in «l»at dio-earabiiohad, or Barged «rith other depe rtraents* This
was natural development* the essr ency was over m the fire wss cut,
and the uniforwi could ba put aside* Maintaining a supply of troops
for our worldwide canaltasxrta* however, isada the continuation or the
draft neoess ry* and this fact coupled with the development of the
*Oold War" caused mich discussion of a Universal Jillitary Training
program for America* The outbreak of the Korean conflict was a
boiling point in the "Cold sar. H which convincingly demonstrated
the fact that we ware in what some have called a continuing crisis*
Although practically all rnli&ious groups are opposed to
M**ffW& Military Training they, as all Americans* have bean
faced with the fact of a peace time draft* It was becoming evident
to man? that maintaining military defensive strength arsinst expression
la no longer a teasporery natter* it will probably be a prolonged
part of our notional life*
Bom are the Preteatail Churches of /.merles neetin^ this challenge?
Tiie remaining chapters of xhle work constitute an attempt to answer
none aspects fld r,nis QpefttlOtt*
•
XI
OK . WE PHfXSRAM
Before Korea
i in » ii
With the continuation of the draft after Japan's defeat, and
the talk of Universal Military Training many educators and church
leaders became concerned. They voiced their protests at the prospects
of a great many young men betn# separated from the character building
forces of haste* school, end church. In October 19U8, partly as a
result of this manifest concern, jhresldent Trunin appointed nine men
&n<$ wossen to "The President's Coanlttea on Religion and 'elfare in
the Armed Forces* a This nunbor was later increased to eleven* All
were volunteers end all were prominent in public affairs and social
welfare activities. It was appointed "to encoura.'*a and promote the
reunions* soral and recreational welfare and character guidance of
persons in the Araed forces*" One reason for such a committee was
the fact that the Araed Koreas had 630*000 young men under the age
of 21« The Committee sought to stdaulbts a public awareness of the
needs of the peace tine serviceman*
&
The severe cutbacks in military personnel which took place
in 19h9 somewhat dulled the edge of this Coanlttna* s emphasis upon
8* C. K. Drury, ISS1081 OF ' ' ' " m, ' Y, VOL IV*
Washington,
. ., 1953* p« 7*
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tha rtsmda of peace tlae service piHUM el. It was not until June
that the country was jol-ied into nation and churches anc related
groups aueh as the t&0 aeriouaiy tx>gen to strengthen arid expand
their efforts on behalf of ra.iU.tary personnel.
C arisen for Concern
iftg the lirot y<*ar of the Korean conflict* it eeeaa that
officers of the Araeo : orcee bscaaa convinceo 01 the enduring nature
of the overall struggle. Ihe Arasd > orcee ohepi&la* board, coopoaeu
of the three uhiefa of Chaplains, recognised thia iactor and sought
opportunities to inform the religious ieaoere of America concerning
the need for a long range plan i or a continuing niniatry to military
personnel*
The Secretaries of church Armed Services Ltopartwmia beeaa*
cone med about tha churches ainiatry to young people before they
entered the Anted Services* lbs chaplains contacts with recruits
diaelosed that sustny of these young people* including aeabers of
•fcajrajhts* were entering tiis service with a negative attitude of
ation* Boys and girls in h-gh schools and coliar.es were talking
of the "two lost years" in aiiitary etirvioe. :>oae pastors w«r*
asking tlieir young people tit with a "fceop-youj^^Udn-up 5* typg of
pop talk, urging them to acquiescence in the military aerviaa as
tho-- <<porerily atandoni.-: .- i to a spiritual an<i intellects*!
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n>ther disturbing thing was the somewhat prevailing idea thf.t
simply because a man waa old enough for military duty he was thereby
spiritually and emotionally mature enough to cops with the many
temptations which oeset a young man mtuy from home. In contrast to
this view, recent studies saade In the Armed Torcos reveal a dearth
oi* moral standards among y->ung people entering the military service*
It was found Tor instance, that $CK of a basic norm of 3,000 teen-
agers entering the Havy and iarine Corps show no sense of obligation
toward observing established atandards of sexual behavior. Among
this same number &8:t drink alcoholic beverages to varying degrees,
either irresponsibly with no concern for their actions when drunk,
or to allay their personal problems. Contrary to the commonly
expressed opinion that it is the military life which leads to drinking
the studies indicate only 7 > of those who «rink adopt- d the habit
after ent ring the service* ? Allowing for the usual margin of error
in this type of study, when the results are considered in connection
with the teenage crime rate the -rest need for preindvetion preparation
becomes evident*
It is not enough to bemoan the fact that military srrviee
separates a man from the character building forces of church, school,
and home, but positive steps must be taken to spiritually prepare
him for that period* These and other factors led to conferences

-1>
among church leaders concerning the serioue implications of thess
matters, and to draw up plans for a constructive program to meet the
needs. Present programs being used in this regard are discussed in
Chapter til.
Steps in Arousing Concern
Press releases and magazine articles have publicised the military
character ruidance program, and that it was necessitated by ths
fact that many recruits were not morally prepared for life in the
service. Coming from the social background that was producing so
much juvenile delinquency, these young men needed spiritual help.
The story of the religious ministry of the chaplain was disseminated
to show that service life need not be a spiritual vacuum. Radio
and television shows urged people not only to write to service
personnel, but to make their letters helpful instead of negative.
Many church leaders came to a new awareness of the needs in
this area through attendance at one of the seminars or conferences
for religious leaders conducted by the Armed orces. In April lot?l
the 12th Naval "Ustrlot, conducted an Orientation Conference for
religious and educational leaders. These leaders were taken on
tours of the station by Chaplains and other Officers who explained
what the Navy was doing to conserve and develop spiritual and moral
values amongst naval personnel. In 1952 Naval District Chaplains
completed a series of nine such seminars in their respective districts.

—Lt,—
Thars were ytft religious leaders end educators in attendance Hi
KM conferences* In Uas rail of ±9$2 the writer accompanied
a t-^om froa the Ttopurtatont o_ »snse which conducted similar confer-
ences In four West Coast cities* One sjembar of the teas ma Hr*
Sharmod nates, Hirsctor of the Cojaaiunity elation© wffice of the
Air ?oree, A religtaas educator, who aarved with the Presidents
Co aiitte© en hellgion and *>«1 are in the Artaed forces, Dr» C*atea
has been an Influential spokesmen in arousing the churches to action.
In 19!'3 representative religious leaders s»t irith tho kvmd
Forcca "haplaina Board in Washington, D.C* an discussed how church
r~upB and the Araed Forces can work together to no three things:
(1) Spiritually prepare the yMHaf MM Tor nilitary service} (2) Miniatar
to hia in the aarvioei md (3) Kelp bia make proper acjuetaenta when
he returns hoae. As a result of this meeting a '' ooklet entitled
Guilders of Faith* was produced by the Araed Forces Chaplains Board,
with ths assistance of these representative religious leaders* It
is an appeal for church and ce*aainity leaders to join together with
chaplains in providing for the spiritual and aoral developoent of
young Americana. It seaka to chow that this is not solely the task
of the Araed Forces* hut that it ie the responsibility of the entire
malty* It seta forth Ideas to be used in ainistering to "fhosa
Service people HBN your Co«unity n and (, lo those Service paopla IU
immntm m n,n»»mumimwmj* i <W iMlwiwifci
ID. Brary, 0£. cit» , VOL IV, p, 10.
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your ConLTinlty."*1 The booklet 1p an mTtslliM expression of the
two w*»y relationship that 8h9t&4 •.Tint between the Ara©d forest and
the -hurohes in this matter.
Soma of the «i forts put forth by Protestant leaders to arouse
the churches to action In serving military personnel nay be s^an
in two "ittoriala which appeared in the National Council
in 19^3. On* of IfciiH vrea nA Ti?*a for Awareness" in tha April 19S3
issue in whteh the editor BsHsrt attention to tha "quiet unobtrusive
but vast chan-e going in tha pattern of our national life Made*1 the
Ispaet of social forces largely « -^ed by I farches." Ths
Armed Forces constitute eur largest educational institution, rec iving
end ?md?ating a million students each year. Henoa the editor says*
thia is a ssattar of inescapable concern for all Africans but of
special ~oneara to the churches. If tha churches Lgaere or continue
to v>e unaware of the nature and sttopa of this new situation the
editorial warns that the ohurnhas are threatening their very Uvea
within a s«neratioa. The churches aust assume responsibility, "for
developing mere numerous and effective ways of extending the ^nee
of the Christian Gospel to servicemen. "3-2
.Another editor!el j deelfned to awaken the churches to tftla*
steps for fteetin- tfelf need, ar-nested in the June 1953 issue of
11. "Builders of alth," a *?epsrtsaant o . nse Fublication, 195$,
p. 16.
12 v OK, .^prU 1?53» p. 17.

OUTX0OK* untitled "Our Christian responsibility for Youth in the
Arm4 Forces,* it points out that, *as the mswll of & vast change
which has taken place within 3ur national life, our churches are
eoni'rontod with a I nihility of which they are not jully snare* :<
The pattern of living therefore f«r millions of people especially
ypaftfl .,:cpla -sill be drastically changed because they are away fro*
normal associations, | racing loneliness, insecurity, and uncertainty
t#»iWjpPli<i to greater raoral baft] Nations than at hoa*** Ii» editorial
a atea that the churcss responsibility ia three folds
(1) Imperative to gift strong moral and spiritual support to the
chaplains by letting then "know that thsir service is constantly
appreciated as one of the eooi strategic forms of the Christian
ministry today* a
(2) "very local church Bust develop effective ways of neaping in
continuous touch an& fellowship, * with those in the /<n*ed Forces
while they ara away from hose*
(3) Churches near bases ssuat <*ive special attention to hospitality
atftd fellowship for s«rviceEien*^3
To some *.-.tent st least, these two editorials sumsaarise the
thinking of church leaders who were aost concerned •feast the med
for a spiritual sainistry to military personnel* They also reflect
the desire of these leaders to stir up tie churches to undertaa*
*3» *£&*•# J*» 1°53* P» »?a
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• "**flni/ - 11 tion*
••vttfoficea of Awareness
Church Icadors tsho are in sharge «f ataavatl oapartaanta lor
««rvlc^ to the 3 rood loreas ar© on the whole l ^costing suaa siore
awnre of tht* need for a sore cgaprehenstre program la sinister on
a com' '-in- seals* Blast of than have attended several 9& the
tm <t*acribed chore, and hav. wwi (mrim base£»« ..ha
problem ^aced by thaaa exacativ how ba aaka awtttnational
agenda© and local chare] b ire aware of the need* This aspect el
thetr task \rt oleouasad in Ohaj X.
Km indication af the greying awareness a^on^ reH^lo..- ^ aoere
o^ the need, is tint aoaa church tod&as have heeona t
.
mtt|
sansem*! to • BletffS the staff cjf thsir Anaad .'.arvica* uasnts.
there have addta* "?'.>. nietry lo .-rand ! arr.es, * or cellar uyaiaimUons
to th*- title of their chaplains coaa&ttee* In their new caastitttUaa
appro**** in 19£5 tha I -*neral Coaaiasion on hapJUina added ''and
Armed rorce» Personnel" to the name of the organisation, *or soae
55 it has led to the assignment of a aan to ^ive fall Use to
I ministry -arh^rca* it hac . .sij Seen dan* on a part
aaais top an executive with oth«r ^inpaxi. litis*. An ex.;-as>Le al
this was the appointment of the Hav« Kuaaell ?. '^oeach, as the first
11 ti**s >mt to the chaplains and Araad oroes 9
tur ^istian nnurclieo, in Marsh V)$$* The personnel

•1 -
-*© in the Southern P«pt5jit Convention illustrates the .fall and
rim *J Inters** In ifti* iield* At tne conclusion v? &orld KtV II,
Hr« *lf'rfld ar, -enter, r>ire<etrtr of the Chaplains Ooseniesion, Howe
£iesi; xdg MM Liwa ttfta duties in other aiosion work.
ihe lailitery situation soon raede It necessary, however, for the
vsiainej- work <-u . stored to a full tian basis, in 1<?£ 3,
as*- U Ackiaa, rat&rad Savy haplsin was appointed aa the first
yield Secretary to BlUt*** i-rsonnel in the Jireet ^i»gio«« Depart-
ment. In 19!?$ the beard a ^pointed a naval r • rve chaplain Ceorre
Ctostins, as the riret Asocial* Dirwetor • ne Chaplains Connlssloiu
In 1953 ne I reahyierian Cfc. | -i
.,
Cosmlttes on OhapXaine and
fico Personnel a, point**! $m <* Salisbury, '-diwr Chi«f of Mevy
Chaplains to assist the Kxetmtivs &ecretary on a I -ill tlaa v*sis#
Jfta primary work was to \m with colleges and seminaries. *r. •
Stewart Patterson, who i$ ?rv*d for eeveral years n» Kx»cutive Secretary
o: the siethodifct Cowaisaion ..plains, will tills Suawer I ctw
the first incuai^nt of the newly created position of executive
retary of the CoPiaittee on r*mp Activities of the Method!et
Church. his 1© lbs Oowaiittee reeponeihle for service personnel
^rioan caap Go.-sraunltiee. Ths establishment of new agencies
and increase of personnel workinf in this fiele? is a clear indication
of a new »«nse of »is*ion m /.»rfo«rins a ainlstry to service
.innel* This is especially true aa we consider th*i the nusarieal
sisa of the Arassd Forces has been reduced sli^htlv in the last two

years.
The Servicetnen* s Bureau established In January 19531 tsy Archbishop
Cushing in the Boston liocese of the Koaan » atholic Church is an
eaaaple of early awareness concerning the need lor service to
military personnel* Protectants could profitably study the operations
of thia Bureau which continues to render a ministry to Catholic
Serviceaen froa Boston wherever they serve* The Bureau has a
weekly column in MS PILOT that not only reminds the Service-wn
of what ia saftlg done 2 or thea by the Church* bat also keeps the
Catholic* a of the Boston area aware of the continuing ministry to
those in the Araed Forces****
The sjAana increase* in the types &xvi quantity of church i^tblication©
concerning Araed Forces vsork in recent years Is another clear
demonstretion of the growing awareness aaong reli^ioua leaders*
llany of th: aa siaterials have been written to challenge local churches
to do more for their young people facing military service. Uaually
they conaiat of a folder or looklst, and seek to present? the fact
of ailitary service for aoat young people, the spiritual probleas
involved, and a suggested program for the local church to follow,
with an indication as to where additional materials can be secured*
"=oaatiaes the booklets are prepared by the Araed Services Division
and eoaetiaea in cooperation with oth^r departments* One of the
Ih* PILOT, June 30, *?&* p* 9*
•
earlier booklets of this period, "Facing Up to Jlilitary Service,"
was a cooowr^tive endeavor of American Baptist Convention agencies*
Published in 19&, it combines promotional and program material,
and has been used as a model -or a veral oth^r dsnoaimstiona* Mors
recently the American Baptist's bavs created » National Service
Personnel Counseling Co mdttee with a representative from each agency
of the denomination. This Committee has published another Viookl<rt,
mor* promotional la nature, called "Our hurch*s Ministry to Xouth
in Military Service*
"
The Presbyterian Church, US*. Special Committee on Chaplains and
Service Personnel, has published "The Kation Calls the Church*
s
Youth" which combines a manual, or churches to use in this ministry,
with a challenge for the churches to begin the *ork. they also
have an excellent folder, HThy Kingdom Come,#»Qn 3arth," whieh is
desisned to encourage Presbyterian Hen to undertake this ministry
as a project* This Committee has also published and publicised
two pamphlets '^onoerning aervicwjym and marriage prepared by Chaplain
Frederick 1* Brink, USB* The smaller of these two is called *§•
You frant to >4arry a Japanese Girl*" ^his pamphlet has totem used
successfully by chaplains of all Protestant "hurches in the Per sat*
The other publication is a bookl t entitled, "J fore You Marry in the
Service* n This book of practical help for Servicssten has a most
attractive cover in color, and is a useful piece of literature ior
Protestant Chaplains* This sharing of materials produced by the
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Fres-yteriana is a good example of the cooper tion so often manifested
among Protestant croups in nerving our Armed Forces*
Sam v. !*• Ackiss, shortly after taking hia new position with
the Southern aptist Convention, put out a promotional folder which
due to the urgency of the need an<5 shortness of time, alao included
briaf suggestions for a program. A booklet, "The Tar ailed*1 was
published by Tr» Ackiss later and gave a much mora complete program,
Russell Loesch, Congrats tional christian, has recently published,
"Are You forgetting Someone?" Its purpose is similar to ft Ackiss*
first folder.
ima of the Armed Services departments have conducted conferencee
with church youth organisations, especially boys groups in Burner
camps or weekends in a local situation. These were conducted as
pilot conferences to guide lay leaders md pastors in conducting
similar conferences. Ottoftf lepartsaents are planning such conferenoas
in the noar future. Some of the secretaries in this work have been
able to speak before college and s binary students. a discussion
panel was conducted by three former chaplains at ttilllsm Jewell
Callage in Liberty, Missouri in the Spring of 19SS on the subject
"The College Man Faces a Military Career.
In thinking of the Interest being shown b, other church s, nolea
there »rm a number of church secretary* s of service departeaente who
feel that Missions and Christian Education could be doing more in
the way of performing a ministry to youth in the Service. There are
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tesimtvmr$ indications of a *?xowing awareness of the need* Chaplain
John K« ^orne*isn, 8*S« fcjnsy (Ret), "Jireotor of the Special Cenaittes
for »rswd Forces work, Presbyterian Church, USA, states, that "The
ioerd of National Missions and Board of :or*»im Vflssions haws taken
tftitf responsibility seriously and have tried with their lisiiicd
?s to inform th« people in the Church as a whole eonce? ^he
wn* a«ong the service persons around the world.*The National
ineil ef ?r«s- * rlan ''Icn has, through Ita annual conferences,
sqfellslttsg
1 the interest of the Church in their Service personnel**
He and his Assistant, Chaplain Salisbury fael that the Board of
Christian tion tw&A be doing *aors in this regard*
The Rev, % 0« JUdboe, Erector of the Bureau of Service to
Military EiWWMMflL for the National Lutheran Council, states that
»Youns pwcple^ organisations have repeatedly aakad for article*
on n»mr*csoi li^o,* and The Brotherhoods of sorae of the participating
bodies of the Council have taken the Pre-Induction Program as one
of their main projects.'1
*rm Stewart Patterson, Executive Secretary of the Methodist
Coaaiisalon on Chaplains, wriVo that, "Missions, l*y Activities,
•^vsn^elists, Education, »oa»ns Society of Christian Service, and
Comtssinn on ?>haplains working together in haywony with increasing
«?sphasip# «»s- king..«*oint prefects.
"
splain Kobert Pluab, US8R, Executive Secretary of tha ^naad
Service branch of the Protestant episcopal Church, r&portB tfcat the
continuing istphasis on this subject by the Klght heverend Henry Knox

Sherrillj Presiding bishop, has greatly aided bis work. At the
Vpiscopai Cenoral Convention in Honolulu in the turner of 1955*
thsre is»s a lot of interest shows, especially on the part of layasn*
The Young Peoples ;*partjaent of his church is in the process oi
preparing a currieulusj to aid in preparing youth for facing military
a rviee.
The increased interest and long range program being developed
to iisprove the choreno* oinistry to i&litary personnel may be eeen
to » United extant in the training of church l©adera» ©i inning
in »eeat«r 19^2f the /
;
ulior iheological 3«rai»ary of i'aaadena,
California instituted a course or study for students wfco were
MNtl fiSVwftf ervt-riiir |$H ffrylflrtflfj o: tttt xw& «\:*e •»-' &f
rails* Theological bee&inary* nondenoainational ami conservative
as la T;ullorf pvoesbl? samfcHrteo' the first course of thie type to
<*v#r be offered by a theological seminary. Largely through the
efforts of Or* &« n»j Aekiss, prior to hi* second retirement from the
Navy, a number of African and Southern Baptist .Seminaries established
couraes in the chaplaincy, the special Coswtittee of the Presbyterian
Church report* tast, "'it* seminaries have given us fine cooperation
and have done all they can in distributing indorsation for tls©
prospertlve candidates for Ins chaplaincy* We have in «**eh sesainsry
a representative oi this Cosadtts* who is responsible to answer
1% ilf| cwtfjm© HUlL^riM, Insist 19$2, p. IS*

questions *nd Inform s^sainazi ens concerning the chaplaincy and their
responsibility toward the Bf*rvic* personnel in this present age« fi
ring the questionnaire, they f
;
I state, "This past year
a proiTrsw was started t -n* Use college stu ente concerning the
Bt millta* vice * its Offsets SRd I tea, its
'9V Gteristlsn *fitn*aef etc. The response hag been only
In tha last analysis 1% is Hm lo til N-«s, who aui5t bear
a major shar<? of l .-.ibUity *"or paainu a ministry to youth
in wgsrt Jitary service. It is in Ibis area that «uch nors
needs to be done. An indication of this La ahoan in the i allowing
reply roa Br» Ackios, "fhs number of churches who tall rae that
not. 1. ^ne by them for their young p«ople»*#before,
nr
>f or after service, «:atss lack of cufi'iciant awaraneBS*"
This answer Is typical of a ->ta exprfcseed fey most Secretaries
of tmmA '. orcos t*ork* Ha does say however, ntareat is on the
Wtm» Anotfcsr typical reply comes from Mr# Stewart Patterson*
nsthortist CoaBiiasi^n on -hanlains, * *"o not believe all Is
tly aware , I r« there is an increasing *».u
aries and/or in 'on to military
establish;tents in that region."
We have observed in this chapter, that several x actors end
nips have been at work to taring about an increased concern for
the laoral m
.
1 ritual welfare of service personnel on KHm part of

church gveupft* The President** Committee on Religion and v ©Ifare in
the Armed Forces first presented tfrie need* of p««o« time servicemen*
It 1* doubtful however, whether this report alone would have had
such e: feet on tho churches rainlstry to service personnel if it had
not seas* tor the irspact of he Korean war» 'Ihe reactivation of
bases, recoaraissioning of ships, recall of reserves, atep up of the
draft, bit above ail the shooting in Korea brought the immediate
m*69 of military personnel to the attention of churches in a ?»ore
eloquent way than the report could have ever ^one. The requirement
for a long range religious program on behalf of our youth in a swai-
military age hao beon realised in a catch more gradual way. This
increased awareness has only b^en brought about through planned
efforts to resent the needs by means of the spoken and written wort •
Umb hours spent by chaplains and church leaders on field trips
and in conference* have also contributed to this growing s®nse of
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The growing concern being manifested by the Araed Service*
Departments of the churches me been discussed in Chapter XX, and
now we turn oar otter,tian to plane end progrssss which they and other
rch agencies have devaloiwc to sinioter to military personnel
and their families. The local churches mit seek *ot only to perf«m
a sinistra to young people while they are in the Armed forces, but
as we have indicated they should provide spiritual preparation
beforehand, and a welcona hone with read^ustisent assistance as n^»^»<i
upon their return.
.ho in the Church will be hosponaibls for this ftork?
One of the first questions facing the local church desiring
to establish a ministry to military personnel iron their church
is who, or what kind of an organisation, should conduct the program?
As usual in Protestant church work the obvious answer is the formation
of s cocnittee* Almost all denominations with an Armed Services
epartswnt raoosamend the formation of some type of a Service Personnel
Committee within the church* The composition and work of the
Committees not anlv vary between denominations but between churches
of the ease aenoaination. One ciaireh r«eoissjends that the Coamlttes

be cossposed of repr«&- ntatives frosa each department of the church,
h as women's work, leyaan' I ar&aniaation, and youth fellowship*.
This type of coswittee has the advantage of &aphesising that this
ninlstry is the responsibility of the entir« church, :»» churches
encourage the laynen' 9 group to undertake this work as a project*
In others It is directly unrter the Education department, and soae
has hav« a superintendent of a ailltary Ssrvtes :*partaent»
;1 other churches recaaaenc' that the Coaalttea • m *nade up of
saveral acta of parents who had, or have, sons in tfas service* The
Chaplains Coaaiaaion of the national Association of Evangelicals is
proaoiing the organisation of Evangelical I - $ luV» in each local
church which will be eoapoaed of all the vet*rena in the church.
This club «ould aasua* the responsibility for the churches aintstry
to ailitary personnel, «lo»t church leaders in this work recosEsend
that where posaible aaiabers of the Coaadtteaa should be ex-serviceman
or women* The siaa of the Co laittee and the extent of its activities
is not only affected hy the number of young people away froa the
eoasaunity but in some instances by the number of young people who
ere in the coaaunity because of being in the military service at
nearby bases*
Christian -~tfjcatlon» ^hat and How to Teach?
mum m i i n m il mm .i i nr .in m ,i i.i. . t H im « » i i n iimiiB
The first and in many ways the aoet important phase of the
church** ministry is the whole field of preparation for military
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service. Thoupbt of in a narrow sense this »irht be confined to
a few pastoral interviews with a youn*>: nan prior to hl» ctepartara
.for the service, or to a s*rle* of discussion nsatlAgs with groups
of such -mn* Viewed in tta broader perspective hcsuravar, this
preparation sfoa« Hack to the chllds cradle roil 'lays or baptism, and
la intimately related to the religious education progress of our
T*ro*^atant Churches for the peat 30 rears or aore«
The shocking thing to ^aplalns is that s»ny men who attended
Sunday -School at f^oste and w.i-so ar«* church cumbers are often aa
confused ^oncoming noral 9UkWiBTdBi and what it ?ueana to lead a
Christian life aa thoao who had little contact with the Church.
vor a mariner of years the trend of raltfjloua education in raeny
Protestant Chur^hfto haa been away froa Bible and denominational
doctrinal teaching and toward an ©aphasia upon social issues and
ecumenicity or Protestantism in vatqp broad and general terns* &hat
do«s thia rmm in tame of life in the aailitary sarvice for the
average church asaber? it ra*ans first that there la a dearth of
knowledge and understanding of Bible or Christian teaching concerning!
«an an i hie estran^e«ant from Cod; the fact and force of evil; the
ssoral lawf the life of hriat and hie aeaning J or aanj and the power
of faith* In the sacond place it aeana rsany church nsabajna in the
Arsaed G«rvloes iacK & o..nse of belongin:; to a body of believers and
there is no denominational loyalty or definite pattern of a devotional
life* iv# do not intend to iisply that children should not ba taught
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;t social issues or MNMttMttl «ut' *rs, sttt that in tiinkin- of
pr«p*ration far Military service we need to M nts these ather
teachings. Itaff suggested objectives to be considered for the
'hristtan education prograa, m it relates to pre^l- -m training,
attention ia invited ta the uoala of the Unified Protestant Sunday
School .urriculua aa described in tho last part of Chapter H«
firing fifteen years service aa a chaplain on active duty in
tho Mevy tha writer haa aade it a praotica to aak servicemen ho iseete,
ifhut a oaed to be a natural question for a chaplain, *%hat ia your
reif" vhon the young person answers quickly with tho name of
hia denomination or hoaarfcown r hnrch, it ha® alaost invariably been
!
-x>rne o*;t that ho waa an Hid and practising Christian who had
sob* *n\riotxona SBd knew why. Harely has it indicated a narrow
itinded or religiously prejudiced individual* If on the other hand
the soldier or sailor answers tho question about his church with,
"I a» a Protestant," or *Qb$ 1 don»t now, I think t/m BlliUWi ia
aa good as another," he usually turns out to be ona who knows littla
about vfcet being a Christian sieana and to lie very ?mich of a relative
pragsatist in hie philosophy of life and tactions to temptations.
a is not to aeny zo» dangers of dogaatiao, nor tha positive
values of personality centered religious education but siiaply to
.nt out that there is another eioe to this entire aatter of
Christian education*
&*n& frotastant chaplains have observed tiiat "nan froa Missouri
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Lutheran, South-m B-nptVat, episcopal wad sim:.i:.r UsJrgreswdi tend
to M the taw% fMjaSUf in attendance at church services, r,nd loyal
supporters of the ^ploin ttl pro-rata* It has also bMH noticed
that Mi from tnes© groups are »or© successful in «nlistiag other
MB in ~hurch activities or membership, on the whole, it has been
ie and denominational trin.-:tion, with conviction©!
that have besn the most SaMast tha eany temptation©
faced by service personnel, * wo^-niaina; the possibility of soias
•adaala being authoritarian antametons, and that there ie
j rsore to a Christian iMff iulas, there is
1 9 need in the eftius for young people who know what they
we end can express the reason why. It la alao true that these
men, from .groups which stress church loyalty, almost always sain s
new tpprr m a£ Sthejp QtnrlstiMal ar *ae more active in
inter er>ominaii©»al coop* ration te a result of their military service,
Wet only is the practicing '-hriatian atronger in resisting
immoral teiiptations he is also after fitted for the atreaa and
strain oi combat. SC with Marines in *«orl<i 3ar II
and three in Korea the writer haa dealt vith many combat ratigoa
or cases of "shook" Individ als, but seldom has one of thess persons
been MM who had MM! active ir .i*le study groups and wors-hi,
vices,
#ajor ftilliaa E# ^sycr, an ray PaycMstria t, spent four years
sty mriist ^brain washing* technique© end their effects
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upon American Prisoners of War in Koraa, Hio conclusions are based upon
a stalled questioning of 1,000 United States Servicemen who were
captured in Korea* He states that a number of these men, "told us
t they had resisted every overture of the energy by invoking
abstract 3oaaetiae8 theological, convictions which had long been a
papt of their lives." He emphasises however, those who were most
successful in resisting Comaunist propaganda were, "those who had
an active, working, practical, meaningful moral code of their own,
not just a set of abstract ideas, but a way of living among others. u
corning the part played by religious convictions, r. Mayer says
the results were ouch the 3arae as found araong "combat soldiers who
are faced with the constant problem of defense against battle fear."
Among the Prisoners of war "a really convinced religious person. .,if
it had been a part of his whole life, if his family were organised
along lines of religious training and the moral and ethical precepts
of such training • such a man often was able to defend himself and
his principles with this armament." Mayer thinks that even though
a man may have a real battlefield conversion experience he will not
usoally hold up in times of ^reat stress as well as one whose
religious training has been a part of his whole life, wIt isn't
part of him, as it is for tfes individual who has teen brought up
3 ^ay."l6 The results of t, ;ies help us to understand the
16. U r y ?, February 2h$ 19$6, p. 59.
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importance of early religious training* in the hos» as well as the
church, in preparing young people &* Military sarvies*
in the religious education of young children tirore la little
to be gained by asking distinctions between preparation lor ailitary
duty and preparation for life in general, although the aoral dangers
for adlitary personnel way be quantitatively greater and they are
us ally farther removed from the restraining; influences of hcaw,
school and church. It is fceyond the scope of tr&o study to discuss
the religious education program of this churches* Church leaders in
this field may profit however, by noting some of the shortcomings
of past efforts »b naanifsated a ^ong servicecen today* Chaplains
hare found that many Protectant young people not only lack a knowledge
of the Bible and • hristien doctrine, but also lack convictions and
ethical motivation*
Is Pre-Xnductlon "raining Necessary?
It is evident that it is difficult to discuss the part played
by Protestant religious «ducation in preparing mn for military
service without getting Into fundamental differences in the philosophy
and methods of religious education* Some of this is onto out in
the reaction to two articles which appeared in the January 11* 19'>6»
issue of the Christian Century*
Ons of tbeas articles, »0*I* Jorals - fehose J suit?** by Chaplain
Oeorgs H, Bimey, lt*E* Ansy* oeals with his own observations of
.
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disregard for moral cod*© on tie part of offteam and awn in Japan.1?
The other article entitled, **?*©dsds Pre-tmiction Kdjcation, B telle
of a report on "appalling ssorel practices** > iv«n by I>r. 'art F.
laaeer, Ae»ociate i-©< -rotary of the Lutheran Service Coawission.^
Both writer© are convinced tkat churches in general have failed to
properly indoctrinate and prepare our young people for the stress
of military duty overseas* Chaplain Limey feels that first the
rcres taust do store preaching of Biblical expository sermons for
eosaaifcsent to Christ and ills Gospel, an t secondly he says the churches
wist train people in Use awsnAng of the moral law.1? Al©on J. Sraith,
the writer of the other article, eiaphssised the need for Protestant
churches to teach against racial and cultural arrogance which he f^ele
lr>ade our servicesen to exploit foreign woaen.20
There are some who write in approving these articles and asking
for reprints* 21 rn the I ebruary l$th issue however* titers are
aeven letters protecting against the articles* All of thess letters
can be sussaarised as follows* since war and everything about it are
evil it is useless for the churches to attempt to prepare nen to
avoid any lateralities that aight coas in connection with military
service. The idea expressed in these letters is that training a oan
17. CmrSTIAM 19 January 11, 19$6, p. U..
18 * IMS** p* **7«
19. THd*. p. h6*
20. &d**, p. H9.
21. 3., I ebjwary $* 1956, p. 178.

to fi^ht so corrupt© his saorals Midi wnrps his e^ns« of values it
vitiates previous training and precludes effective ethical instruction
in the future* Owi letter refers to Chaplain blimey1 * statement,
"TVs tine to call a spade a spade* and continues, BLet*s begin then
by declaring that -war is sin, and be done with it« 8^ Another one
of these letters implies that it is foolish to "imagine that by such
tricks of trade as pre-ir.duction education we e.an change the stores
of our Ansrlean boys acquired over a lifcti*e» B23 Alton J» Sadtb
in his article, "Heededt rre-In "ucfion Education," anticipates
some of these objections when he acknowledges that the real enaoy is
war, 'it he seriously questions whether this weans we should "abandon
all efforts to sews our none - and ^urrhters**2** There are n one
r-h leaders who asy s~ree with the philosophy ex; reused in these
objections md say that the only approach is Christian Social Action
against the war aystea and Mour secular ®oney*-grabfcing culture,"
therefore any atteapt to spiritually prepare individuals for facing
such evile is a waste of ti»e« 25 ^t church leaders however, no
natter how isuch they engage in "hristian Social Action, are also
rinsed that the church ie under obligation to the individual
or potential aenbere and must furnish bin the Christian
22* mm, <;br«ary 15, 19S6, p. 210.
fc%«
""" W r,W&m$ January 11, !?!&» p* 1»9«
25. X, February 15, 19^6, p. 210,
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nurture necessary for encountering life as tt is, rather than as we
would like it.
Alarm J. bmiih points t\;t, In hie article on the nmtd for pre*»
in^u^tion education, th.pt one -actor which makes service life a
serious problem for ;young people is that it takes then sway from
home •when they are becoming fully awake sexually* Our culture has
not prepared them for life "under a strange discipline in en all-isle
eitvironm«nt****ihey are thrown back on their own inner resources«*
•nder thess conditions the American ^ooisl Hygiene Association states
that «Hont one-third will remain loyal to the moral ideals of the
church m4 the cosmuiity* "Another third will kick over the traces. 1*
The way the middle third goes is determined by the pressures of ths
moment* Smith believes that, "A ;ood pre-»tntf;etion education program
would save most of this middle third for decency* u It would also
provice a foundation for the chaplains to build upon in their character
!ancc programs.26
Conducting the Instraction classes
Ill »«——MWa*———— m II . i n . MM——
Regardless of the scope or effectiveness of the churchas
religious education program in the future it will not suffice for
many young people facing military service today* There is a generally
recognised need for some kind of pre-induction training for such
young people by the church*
26* Ibid** January 11* 1956, p. J«7.
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After deciding to establish an indoctrination program the local
church will still have to face many quest!one sach as: Will regular
class parlodf fef established for the young people facing military
service, or will the pastor do the instructing through a series of
private interviews? How many class periods should ba scheduled?
Should this be a continuing series throughout the year, or only as
occasion iemanda? The answers to these questions depend largely,
of course, upon the sise of the congregation, the number of persona
on the pastor* e staff, the number - m<t - people expecting to enter
military service, and their availability for instruction oeriods*
Wherever possible these instruction sessions should include all
ing people of the church ror although soiae of them will rssnain
civilians ttaag need to understand the problems faced by their friends
who will be in the service. Relati\*ely few women will be entering
the military service but their boy friends and futura husbands will
be, irnri girls should b* included in these class periods to help
them appreciate the overall situation*
The Local pastor or Servioe Committee 'Rill »lso have to decide
upon the content of the *!-. cuss tons and method of procedure.
Several denominations larva prepared manuals and oth^r materials
for the pastor* s use» The curriculum staffs in the ed 1 cation
f^epartn^nts of the Protestant episcopal and the Congregational
Christian Churches will eoon be publishing materials to be used
in their pre-induction classes.
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One oJ the better Known and moat coaiplete Pre- - a.tolng
Manuals has teen prepare ? by the r*areau of Service to military
Personnel of the National !.<utharan Council, entitled "So You'r*
Going Into Service," and is designed for the use of Lutheran ministart
to pr#p«ra candidates for 1 on Inttt the Armed forces. It hat
been prepared so aa to bo adaptable to local requirements. The
v>oklet is divided Into six major divisions dealing -witht the
Serviceman and his relations withj (1) Our Nation, (2) Otd, (3) himself,
(U) Others, (§) Le'tsurt Time, and (6) :ds future* iiviaion,
however, Is sub—iivided Into tfetftt topics for discussion and there-
fore provides material for eighteen meetings if these were desired
instead of the six sessions. This 90 page mtmial is written in such
s way ti;at it can be given to reoSg sen racing s&litary service,
for profitable private reading, If Hn local shore)* found it eo>.lc*
not eoodtttc regular clays Meetings* This is not a book of "soral
ilsms or pious platitudes bat benestly peeks to provoke serious
thinking and dlscustien tf tho t.uxan relationt problems involved,
and to furnish spiritual -nee for nakinj* the meet of life in
the Armed Services.
The book prepared for use by Southern Baptist Pastors fcr pre-.
toJMiltf imtructl-wi is cslled "Guide Linos for Bsslc "hristitn
Training" and gives outlines of discussions, ~s the title indicates
they deal with the most fundamental matters of Christian faith and
practice. It literally s^'ks to face the issues of life and death
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in today* s world* In many wsys the topic* represent what Dr. Ackies
found to be the areas of greatest need for service >>er8onnel during
hie 32 yearn of service as a chaplain In the ftavy. K« recasanenda
that pastors urga the young people to bring their Bibles to these
sessions and to learn how to use then not only in the present
discussions but as preparation for military life*
There are a nunb#r of e&eellent films available for churches
to use in conducting pre-induction training or to show to youth
and parent groups occasionally. Kilos depicting the work of chaplains,
Character Guidance Films, and other types suitable for such showings
are available from the Army, Navy, and Air Force. There is no rental
charge on these films but the church la responsible for return
postage and for any damage incurred* The nearest military base or
area military headquarters may be contacted for information regarding
these films. The Cornet Instructional films, Cornet Building,
65 It South Water Street, Chicago 1, Illinois, has produced fourteen
films in a series, on the subject "Are You fceady For Service." Tha
films can be secured individually at $>.00 p«r week from authorised
a ents of Comet Films. The running tima ia about eleven minutes
for each film. They are divided into groups with three or four
films in each group and are usually rented and used in this way.
Pastors and churches who sea the need of definite pre-induction
training for young people facing military service may encounter
several problems in connection with establishing actual class periods
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for this type of Instruction* In the first place there may actually
be a small number of men from the local church who are entering the
service during any particular period of time* This factor may make
the chur h hesitate to order materials, such as films, or to use
the pastor* s time in setting up or conducting formal class periods*
They may also feel that having only a email number would lessen the
young peoples interest or desire to attend and participate* inding
a suitable instructor or discussion leader might also be a problem
for some lo*^al churches. The pastor and other church leaders may
not be able to devote the necessary time, or the pastor may not feel
competent to conduct pre-induction classes* This might be especially
true of Urn pastor who has never served in the Armed I orces*
The writer feels that the answer to these problems is to be
found in a cooperative approach between churches on the local level*
Very few state or city councils of churches hava professional workers
or volunteer committees who seek to minister to servicemen on active
duty, and practically none have workers or committees who are
attempting to positively prepare young people for facing military
service* tvery council of churchem should have at least one staff
worker (may be part time or have other duties) anu a coiomittee
whose res onaibHity it would be to set up and conduct a program
of pre-induction training for young people* The Social halations*
Pastoral Care, or Education Committee ai»;ht be asked to assume this
responsibility* Oiaee periods, mjek-end conferences, or discussion

itings concerning pre-ind^ction training could then be established
on a citywide or area basis, Instead if in «ach local church*
Inging wore young people toother would not only make for nor*
interest it would also provide the individual young mm tha opportunity
to me* t and talk with many others who ara facing tha sams experience.
A cooperative endeavor woulrt facilitate sficurinj- and using training
aids such as films. It would also mk# it easier to sacura an able
laadar who could devote the tine necasaar,? to assure adequate r re~
inductlon instruction.
Securing a capable leader, viaual aids, and ; ;9i*#ral publicity
might also be a help in enrolling young people in these classes
who have no church connections and would hesitate to attend if the
sessions ware held in a local church. As previously indicated,
wherever possible other young people (those not entering service)
of the church and corasunity, including young ladles, should be
included in at least soma of these pre-induction training meetings.
The actual setting up of such cooperative efforts between two or
more churches, on a denominational or Interdenominational basis.
need not wait, of course, upon the establishment o£ committees on
a council of churchea level.
Some denominations or groups have emphasized materials aimed
at the young person Pacing tailttsry service which can be used foi*
private reaijing both before and efter entering the Aimed l arena*
9m of the fin^t booklets of this type is. aforward March" prepared
.
by Joseph K. Keartborg, ; eeretary for the Department of christian
Ministry to Service Per»onn«l of the £««ricsn Baptist Convention.
The i unday School 5oard of the Southern Baptist Convention has bean
publishing an attractive concise booklet of this type for several
years entitled "«hen Xou Are the MP in Uniform." The Christian
Idwsation "Je^art&ent of the Uathooist Church has worked up an
excellent packet of materials called an "Arawd oprvices lilt*1 for ths
peetor to present to young pca^li* who am £0lng into the A rated
Forces. Another such booklet is balag published In April 19#> by
the (ftnepel Commission on naplains and Araed r orces Personnel.
Written by Joseph C. Dana, Jdroctor of the Departaent of Ministry
to A road forces Personnel, it is entitled M?he Christian Ob Guard* H
The manuscript for this work was checked over by many denominations
and sevsral denominations working with the Ueneral Goaaiasion have
ordered a supply for distribution.
Another church agency which could do effective work in helping
young people take a positive approach to ailitary service is the
denominational and interdenominational student groups on college
easapuaes. iicaae student organisations have had articles en the subject
in their publications, am used it as a topic for Summer conferences*
but a great deal more n&itia to la done in this field. One saethod
woul^ he to encourage veterans tvturning to collet or university
to share their service experiences concerning Christian living with
fellow students who are future duty in the Armed toreas*

Coungoliiv: South iacinf. ^ili utry Service
Th» l^ast tfcst should be done toward preparing young people
for ailitary service is for the pastor to visit In the hope, or
to have a eon_ IMMM with every ?oung aan prior to hie departure
for service* let a recent survey rsade aawng s^rviceaen reveals
that BsUy one fourth of tho -rhuroh SHMbars had been counseled with
by their p»9tcfra before leaving hoae for Military duty. The study
further showed that only about 25% of the church members were given
religious literature ss* any kind by their boas church.
There are probably many i store *bich enter into the failure
of pastors to counsel with young people lacing rtilitary service*
In spite of the emphasis upon pastoral counseling in recent years
it is still true that many pastors do not actually en-rase in euch
MMA Tons«15.ng. Sermon preparation, administrative natters,
»r\A pastoral visitation (which ?tay or may not involve counseling)
moM than occupy the average pastor* a time* The counseling that
does take place is usually in connection with such critical events
»a marriage, illness, or death, tt&at pastors need to understan
that, whether it la consciously recognised or not, lacing military
service is for most young men a crisis. selinga of frustration,
resentment, insecurity, and anxiety are to be Xound in such
ivicials whether he has been drafted or "volunteers' 1 one step
ahead of the draft. Although these feelings are present they are

almost always repressed* It is unpatriotic to ires«nt jiving two or
mors (for the volunteer) y»srs in the service of your country, 'dm
in our culture are to be brave and not manifest anxiety at facing
the unfamiliar or the possible dangers of combat* They are expected
to break loose from, their mother* s "apron strings" and to evidence
no sense of insecurity at leaving hosts, church, and community* It
happens, therefore, that the young person entering the service who
seems outwardly to care the least may actually be the one who needs
more counseling and help* It is true of course that this type of
individual may not feel his need or a%ek out the pastor for counseling*
This fact is an indication that pastors need to develop a relationship
with their youth group wnich will encourage youn^ people to seek the
pastor as a counsellor* One who will accept their : ears, resentments
and consequent guilt feelings, without condemnation but with unier-.
stending*
In thinking of counseling in connection with young taen entering
the Armed Services the pastor must also be aware of the emotional
impact this experience can have upon the parents of prospective
serviceman* He should be approachable for parents as well as young
people, and be available to give binderstending counsel to mothers
end fathers who may be upset at what they might i'*»el means losing
their son for two years* Parents* attitudes will usually affect
the way the son feces his military duty*
It is difficult for the overage pastor to properly counsel

young men f tcing military service because of the tendency to go
to one or the other of two extremes in relating himself to the young
nan and hie problem* On one hand the pastor may identify himself
with the authority figurm (bonsvalsnt to be auro) of the nation
and our culture, and end up giving the young man a patriotic pep
talk* This may well lead to further repression ana amplified guilt
feelings* On the other hand the paator himself may feel (consciously
or unconsciously) frustration am resentment at military service
even more strongly than the young a\an he is counseling* This type
of minister would tend to over identify himself with the young man
and offer him a great deal of sympathy which will make the oounselee
feel even more sorry for himself* This pastor* s advice would incline
to be negative and he might urge the young man to a passive endurance
of what he considered an altogether tragic experience*
The pastor who would properly counsel the young sen entering;
the military service, must not only be aware of the young person's
problem but must also appreciate the problems of society and mors
especially our nation in today* s world* A number of books concerning
counseling servicemen and veterans were written during and immediately
following World fcar II* These books have little value for counsellors
in this field at the present time, except as they might help to
xutderstand the parents or older brothers of young men facing military
service today. As an aid in comprehending problems laced in connection
with military training and America today, the pastor mi^ht read with

profit «n srtiela in the Autum 19$2 issue of rLXGXOK XH LI~E
entitled, «?he Military Establishaent in a r^aocracy." This article
was written by ^r. Robert E. fitch, .''*eji of the Pacific School of
Religion, and is a serious attaopt to consider soma of the alternatives
which Aiserican and church Isadora mmt faca in today1 a world. 27
Occasionally articles auch as •Counseling Youth for fc&litary Service9
which appeared in the neeewber 1955 issua of tha PKRSOKWH. AMD
A8GE saa?;aaina, aiay bo found and studied by tha pastor who desires
to halp prepare young people for their experience In tha Araad
Services.28
The American Council of Education in Washington, rV*. published
vik aarly In 19% which will be helpful to tha pastor in tha
vocational aspects 05* counseling young men or wosmn shout the future.
This hook entitled YTJF hBm mm mm W* MHQB S was written
by a co-aaittee of the North antral Association of Collets and
Secondary Schools* It is aiaed at the ftrass roots level to help
boys and girls femulate li fa plana and goaji*. Propsrands ban be«n
avoided and although it was written primarily for parents and teachers,
it will also supply the pastor with valuable background Inforrsatien
for s better understanding of the problems of youth as they relate
to the Arsaed Voices.
*°
27. .TH, Aut»Ean 1952, pp. 563-672.
28. HMKL A S£ J-.XJhitAl,, bmtffes* 1955, PP« 200-203.
29. U Hi Fisher and others, Wm USI ?UB?, Mft 0V»
iashington, B.C.? 19 9? •

t% only stuat the pawtor accept the san** feellnga without
census*® or cojeBlsaration but ha must help the young m& to reeognlae
and aacept hla iaolings without fear or .ilt. In assisting the
young aan or hla parente to gain new ana realiatic insights, md to
initiate positive actions It ill be necessary for the pastor to
be fully aware of the extreaely ianaoml eoadltioaa (dirunktmeas,
hoaoaex ;ality, prostitution), and the terrific teaptation* young
service aen face, especially in oTerseaa duty. At t> « sane tine
however he si 1 u«>cious of aone positive aspects of ailitary
« a^ch sat (1) She well developed religious program conducted
in the aiand Forest* (2) '-forts on the part of GoHaanding Dffiaara
and Qftaplalna through the aors_ mce prograa and in other ways
pxovi Is for the protection and development of aoral standards.
(3) Sfea jpportu*LUi*s of training Tor future jobs and the off duty
iuoatianal opportunities, (k) Chance to learn about people and
buaan relations in oar country and in other lands. (6) Possibility
of seeing the church in aotion overseas and coning to a better
arstanding of the missionary program. The assurance of Ood*a
love wherever he goes, and tJsa strength of the committed life in
whatever >ne faces should font the background of the pastor* s thinking
as he discusses allitary service with a young person of his church
or cosasunity.

Saying uood'^y as They Leave .for bervice
Stoat church Armed Services Departments recoamend that th**re
should be some public recognition when members of the church are
leaving boa* for military duty* How elaborate or extensive thia
recognition should be depend* of course upon local conditions*
Some churches print in the bulletin the names of thoae departing
for the service* If the church maintains a Service Honor Roll a
ceremony could be made of adding the n«w name* It ie a eeri rormmntAry
that many churchea have not mads an a Edition to their honor roll
since the Japanese surrender in l?b5# In some churchea the recognition
takes the form of a rededication service for those going away* In
others the parenta and members of the ; amily are made a part of the
ceremony and families are assured of the prayers and support of the
congregation during the absence of their loved ones* one of the
simplest snd most effective ways of recognising the young persons
departing for military service is to call the individuals concerned
to the ront of the sanctuary, uring the singing of the closing
hyan, where they stand beside the pastor* Before pronouncing the
benediction the pastor could preaent the congregation *nd a sure
them that all of these people will be remembering them in prayer
and other ways while they are sway in the service* If it is practical
the young person might stand with the pastor and with his family
to shake hamia with the members of the congregation as they came by
to personally express their interest*

<4§ft»
sujutarieifig the atnistry oi Um local church to young people
oeXore they entar the alliUr? service it alumld bo eapfaaeiBed that
W* :L<aporlant thing i» not -una importation ox r,nowleuge* as valuable
as instruction is, but the «s uibliahnent ana assurance o a strong
relationsnlp with the church* . or this reason pre-tnauctloa training
aseetinge should be cased upon principxes oi ^roup dynamics rather
tnan lectures* ihis -ill a&slst the pastor in understanding ills
young people* and will enable the inaividnale to expreea thea6*lv*«
concerning their leara and their iaith whion will he of real value
in preparing the*a tor the probieas oi* axillary service*

PTSR X?
*£> AK£ AStA J HOH£ ON ACTIVK KJTX
In thinking of the service of the churches to service personnel
on active duty there are two areas to be consi 'iered* The first
area applies directly to every church that has as raany as one person
in the s&litary service and involves maintaining a vital relationship
with the church neal^ra who are away fro* the eosaawnity in the Amad
oro^s. The other area involves the churches ministry to service
personnel who are in their cosaiunity beoause they are attached to
some local military unit*
'stablishlng Contact^
The tendency of churches to forget their young -sen away fron
hone in the military service is nothing new in American life if
we can believe Chaplain Orville J* >«ave who published a Handbook
<m the /nay Chaplaincy in 1917 • **e deplores this indifference of
the churches saying that "when a young man enters the bray, the
charehes seen to let go of hi*» and he lets go of the church* «3°
When he describes what local churches should be doing for the asn
In the service his suggestions sound nuch like the proposals presented
30, Orville J* Have, HANDBOOK 0* ffW mm mmjkWGfy Los Angelas*
California 1917, p* 213*

to churches today by the church Armed Services .fepartaents. Concerning
an organisation to perform thin ministry he too s^gesta the organiza-
tion of a committee. **ave outlines ten things which this committee
can do to minister to their church members who w away i roe hone*
His main idea is maintaining a list of those ;oiag Into the service
and enlisting the pastor, Sunday School teacher, and others in writing
larly to <*ach man in the Armed i'orces* Have gives detailed
instructions concerning what the letters should contain, and the type
of advice and encouragement that should be given to thase young sea
in their country* s service* -ome of his suggested admonitions are
quite practical, such »m urging the serviceman to deposit his ^aoney
with the paymaster at h% interest, or to send it hoast °to be kept
sacredly for him to etart in business with when he r«tums» M3X
These words ot" wisdom given to local churches some UO ;«ars ago
concerning their ministry to service personnel are as applicable
today as when they were written. The a!viee about saving money is
especially true since the government no longer pays for veterans
education.
A practice which is most ne>.;le?ted by pastors and most recommended
by those who have served as chaplains, is the desirsbility of the
pastor writing a lettar to Kim chaplain of the man's unit to commend
the young man to the chaplain* s spiritual care. A survey of
Presbyterian, USA chaplains reveals that a very small percentage
inn m iiiiuii 1 IIHI I..1HJI .. I IHM » 111 win ii ii ffl i"iriiiim- i nin I — -- " -l ' " " - -1 —
'
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31. EM?$ p. us.

of pastors writes to the chaplains a* suggested above, ?:ven a saailer
number thsn tue 2*>t of passtors who counseled with nwia before they
entered the service. f.n the writers liftmen >«ars ©x-erienoe on
active duty in the Navy he has received less than a dosen introductory
type letters from pastors concerning their parisiuoners and asking
the chaplain to contact the young aan personally*
.Sons pastors may hesitate to write the chaplain because they
do not know his nana or address* For this introductory letter,
however, it is not necessary to know tije chaplains naa*et in fact
with the frequent changes of duty for military officers it is
usually better not to use the name since the chaplain whose nmm
was used may be transferred and the letter delayed in reaching the
parLshojvjr1 s chaplain* The most practical way is for pastor1 s to
address the letter as follows
t
the Protestant Chaplain
berviceman 1 s a tress*
This type of letter can bo especially helpful to the chaplain and
the serviceTsan by immediately establishing • relationship between
thett and with the pastor at bone* Where possible such letters
ought to contain information concerning the spiritual background
of the s -srviceiaan and the extent of his participation in church
activities at horns* Servicemen should be urged by the pastor and
other church leaders to attend chapel services and to make themselves
known to the chaplain on their own, but nothing can take the place





' a ii i » i .
In point of years covered and the quality 94* the work done one
of tho jaost efficient progrsas lor ministering to servicemen is
perfomed by the Lutheran groups* The i.raed Services Coaaission
of toe 'itssourl Lutheran Synod 2*luteins records in their oi'fice
on ell servieetasa Xros Missouri Lutheran churches* The Coessisaioa
sends It -tiers to Lutheran Ghsplstwi or 1-ervice Pastors near the
aervlcaraan' s station and has the youns man contacted* If neither a
Lutheran Chaplain ©r Service i;astor is available they oay send the
contact -ards to the Protestant Chaplain* Although they do not
aaintain such a coapleto central record aystea (since they serve
eight church bodies) the National Lutheran Council' bursas of
&ervto# to Military Personnel does aaanage to not many local pastors
to send cards to chaplains noticing hira of thoir parishon«r*s
presence in his unit*
Two of the smaller denominations which r«ave excellent prograaa
ror keeping in touch with their young people in the service are the
Free iethodist and Use Christian msforasd Churches* They both have
a central office for records an their personnel and maintain a rather
extensive correspondence. »or the larger denoainations however,
s aystea of central records is tapraetical and the cost of raa totalning
such a prograa would b* prohibitive* Most danoalnations therefore
aust depend upon the locsl church to maintain the contact and tainietry




Contact of Church ' encies
Youth depart?aenta of the Protestant churches have sought to
perform a spiritual ministry to military personnel* In World war H
tha i eneral Commission on chaplains worked with the Tedersl Council
of Churcliea, The International Council oj Religious education and
the christian endeavor to establish the Cervicesten's i'hrifctian
League with an interdenominational program for military personnel
similar to the youth activity in tha home church* Promotional
materials were aiasd at getting pastors at home to encourage their
itig people entering the service to participate in the E ,Sf*C.U
The League journal called the LINK was well reoeived by serviceiasn
of all faiths. The nam of the organisation was changed to the
United Fellowship of Protestants, ann the Hev* Joseph 0. r>ana, beeaaa
the first full ttaa director in 19£U He has crjndcted an snargstla
program, and with Dr. Marion Qre*ga?f Executive Secr*tsry of the
Oaasrsl -"'omission of Chaplains snd Araed Forces Personnel, he has
produced soma excellent wiaterials for the churches to use with young
people facing military duty and after entering the s«rvioe. Mr. Dana
has worked hard to isoturt wore support iroa youth departments of
various denominations for this program, but ths response has not
been as rood as it should have been when the n&ed is seriously con-
sidered.

As in other phases of iivwsd. Cervices work the Lutheran groups
«r« «l»o doing outstanding work in tha publication of materials
for trie lo^al citurches to a end to their people in military service.
The National Lutheran i.ouncil iiurwau of Service Piriannal print up
colon ul enc artistic t'.hristaas and Easter card* specifically desi "ed
.tor tnoaa in the Araed RefBM which are fumiahsd to the pea tore
or distribution* *hay also publish an excellent little periodical
celled, "A Eighty Fortress" which ia distributed to paatora for
Miling to their members in the military service* Tha J&sseuri
Lutheran Synod publiahea quite »n elaborate picture aanaaine ior
their servicemen* Patterned after •Siuiek," it cones out quarterly
ia called "Double ¥ia»# " S hey also send out weakly worship
folders which enable a servicemen to have hia own worship service
wherever he u«x duty* Iheee two juutheran , rcn.ps, Mm
Episcopalians, and rresbyt? rians provide email :ervioe Crosses, to
be worn with the identification tags, to indicate a saan is a mweber
of that particular ohurcn* tfoei Protestant churchee arovide ssaall
cards for servicemen to carry in their wallets which identify then
as aarahere of their church. The card provided :or l<utheran personnel
has a space for chaplain* to sign iniiceiintr that the sum has
x-cceiv«d co amnion.
Another example of a < snoadnstional a ency assisting the local
churches to better b«tvg their service personnel is found in the
Vfiiitary BwfSlm tfewberehip Flan for Sunday School and iraintnc:
uct*d ty the Sun<iay School Board of the Southern Baptist

Convention* 1'he v~erviee Membership Associate Superintendent
every effort to personally enlist the young service person In this
membership plan before they leave home, or by correspondence after
entering the military service. She regular Sunday School and training
Union quarterlies and devotional booklet© are .dven to the service
personnel* They are asked to keep up with the weekly lessons, use
daily devotions and report to the group iron tine to tins* fhis
service membership status will continue until one of the following
happens t (1) The service member informs hie union that he is an
active member of a Training Union near his military base; (2) he
requests that his nans be removed} or (3) he is discharged from
military service*
Through the cooperation of all Protestant Churches, groups
such as the Gideons and the American ible Society, continue to
supply service personnel with Hew Testaments, Bibles, and Scripture
portions* The greatest literature need today is for sttractlve
devotional roateriais, and or church membership instruction booklets
lor the men and for the chaplains to be used in class a in preparation
for church membership* Moat church bodies have met the need for
devotional materials by reprinting publications used in feorld ftar II*
Although on the whole these have bean carefully selected to insure
that the approach was applicable for today, there is still a need
for devotional booklets written for service personnel in today1 «
world* As the churches overall program of service to service personnel
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gains wider acceptance Ami continues under Its aim momentum, leaders
of Anted Services work will have mors time and «©ney to devote to
such projects. "A Book of Prayers, Hymns and I ervices lor Armed
Forces, tt is available from the Department of Publication and distri-
bution, National Council of Churches. A colorful poster with art
end the words, "This Church ^eicomss members of the Armed orc*eH is
also available to denomination or to local churches froa thie o:fice*
Material* Maemmd and ! irnished
i imwn i iiiiii m ii < in iii Hi i » . .111 1 m
Since Protestant Chaplains in the Araed I orces seek to serve
all denominations th*re is a great need for clarification concerning
exactly what a clergyman of one church can do to minister to aeabers
of another church* ihis is especially true in regard to preparation
of, and the reception of new church members. The present day
emphasis upon evangelism is reflected in the lar.e numbers of young
people in the service who Bra enrolled in chaplains preparatory
classes for church membership* Most Protestant Churches have greatly
siaplifiad the procedure whereby their own chaplains can receive
new members and relate them to the church body* In several instances
this has been done by churches in Washington, D*C«, whose pastors
are members of the Ceneral Commission on Chaplains, agreeing to
receive servicemen into their membership and then transferring the
membership to th® church of the man's choice, or retaining it until
he has decided where he wants to join* ;.>ome denominations have

s#F»
publishau instruction bookiete for their chaplains to use sueh es
"The Hew Lli«« Oiiiitary Coition), a .Joint production of the American
and the Southern kapttat invention©. In Oareh 19>6 the Presbyterian,
.raittee on Jhapl&tne published "This fee Believe, w a suide for
Protestant festtg&M Instruction lasses, written by Chaplain
Frederick t, Prink, USN.
fehen there la anly one Protestant Chaplain on a ship or station
it ia sometimes difficult for him to properly prepare and receive
persons Tor samib*rehip in churches other than his own* Although
the chaplain through collecting many church manuals ai.-ht learn the
requireocnts for churcn membership in most denominations, practically
none o those materials would clearly explain what he as a clergyman
of a particular fjroup may or may not do in this regard. The con.' .elan
which Biay rasult from the lack oi auch knowledge w*ss forcibly brought
to the writar' s attention when he saw a picture of a chaplain
baptising aeven sen for church membership* In spite of the fact that
five of thess men were Joining churches which receive members only
upon baptism by imaersioa, all seven ®«n were baptised by the mode
of sprinkling, ^oae mlj^ht consider that these are insignificant
external details* kM& it is not so mch a question of iiacrasient&l
grace for the Individuals, as it is a asttsr of iair dealing with
all church pmpN
About four years ago the writer discussed this atatter with
t# &-,rion J« JaTSfW* Oirectar of the 0«neral Commission, end
ftaw* Joseph C« ana, Director of the United eHowship of Protestants.
•
«$8*»
Since that tiie these two aon have discussed this problem with aany
denominationax i««dera said eaany have expressed interest and concern
I thus far nothing definite has cm developed*
There are three aa^or hindrances to the preparation of materials
such as we have described above* The first iiapodl-aant is that this
question is aeeply rooted in the overall problem of disagreements
between nroteatant bodies concerning ordination, sacrastcats, church
policy, and the meaning of church membership* Xhese problems have
been wrestled with oy caurcn leaders in every ecumenical church
gathering of this century and by cyonittaes between eieetin^s, but
as of this late not too aany rtafinitm conclusions lwve been reached*
4m ecumenical aoveasnt a vancca however, and the appointment of
chaplains in industry ana institutions increases, thsre will be
even acre of a deaand ;or answers to these questions * A part of
this first obstruction as ?•* a* the chaplain is concerned, is the
fact the members or executives of the church Armed Forces departments
cannot make authoritative statements Tor their denominations In this
field* ;>uch ststementa must come from the denominational top leaders,
or from the denomination aa a whole in other groups* If thess
leaders could prepare instructions which would explain what chaplains
of other denominations them their own may do :or their members or
proapoctive meabers, and also what their own chaplains may do in
this regard, a compilation of these directions would not only be
valuable to chaplains and others engaged in interdenominational

work, but may constitute a significant step in solving scumenlcal
proM*ms of faith and practice.
The second hindrance to the preparation and publication of
such instructions is the understandable fear that issuing these
raat*riala micht rasult in new or increased restrictions on the
ministry of chaplains* It could be argued that, in the absence of
written directions, the individual chaplain my now sinister in
accordance with his own understanding of the m9<i in any immediate
situation! but the promulgation of definite instractions could
have an interdictive effect upon the chaplain* a work* It is evident
that for most Protestant churches and ministers this would be
conaidared a real danger* It is however, a potential pitfall which
is Inherent in almost every phase of the acumenical movement*
Allowing for the necessity of precautionary measures to prevent
a restrictive legalism it seems that this could be a productive
field for theoretical church cooperation to do some practical research*
the third hindrance in the preparation of instructions to guide
chaplains concerning church sieabership is the fact that some of the
churches most affected by these matters are not represented in the
National Council of Churches, or General Commission on Chaplains
and Armed Forces Personnel* This factor however does not lessen,
but merely intensifies the need for an understanding between non-
Roman Catholic groups regarding this subject, and for a clarification
of view points* It is entirely possible that the Southern Baptists,
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Hissouri Lutherans* jttaber churches of the Kntional Association of
ftvangalieale and others ?»ould be willing to prepare brief statements
:or the guidance of chSfVVitSjg of other denominational which could be
conpIieJ with statements frota churches sesociatad with the General
Co$amission# the possibilities suggested here are of coxirse baaed
upon the presupposition that alX denominations sincerely desire to
be honest wix.li one another sod with service personnel.
The preparation of suob a book of i,ulde lines to cl* rgyaen,
or aimstering to meabers or prospective aesbers of ether churches
than his own, need not Involve an;- long drawn out conferences hctwssB
churches* It woulo tsowevor, necessitate the fomilstion I :oaine-
tional leaders oi clefcrcut answers to a series of carefully pr»" sred
questions, The greats*t problem involved in this kind of project
aid be in p^rsusding the various church leaders to actually answer
the questions* As difficult as thie undertaking wo\ld undoubtedly
be, its successful accociplishnent would be a seat significant rnd
sn s»d itional helpful step in the serv5.es of the churches to service
personnel.
A «iost forceful exaraple of froteutant cooperation in perforsllftg
a service to service personnel was the development 5ji 19% of the
!
.fled Hell^ious Uivtc-atlon Program for the Amed forces, ?br years
chaplains had been faced with the problea of using a different «et
of religious education aaaterisls each tlas he reported to a new
stetLvii. As Araed Foresc p si moved their families from post
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to post there was no unity or relationship etween the lesions they
were having on one station end what they found on another station*
In seeking an answer to this problem the />rmed Forces asked Protestant
groups and sondes to c?sibine their efforts with the chaplains to
develop an interdenominational and yet Integrated program* through
many conferences from 19$l to 19?U, the Protestant Church Owned
Publishers Association worked out with the Armed Forces Chaplains an
integrated church school curriculum*^ Christian education age
^roup specialists from several denominations assisted in the program*
The following basic criteria was established to guide in the
development of the eurrioulumt
1* It must contain and >e based pon the great tenets of
the Christian faith, concerning which there i» general agree-
ment among Protestants*
2* It must take cojjnisance of the capacities and abilities
of children and youth at the various stages of their
development, in order that the faith thus communicated
be meaningful to them*
3. -.haplaina must be able to order from one source, and
be assured that shipping will be facilitated, so that the
material can be available at the point of use when needed* •*•*
The final selection of materials for all ages to be used over
a three year cycle was chosen from the curriculum resources of
twelve najor denominations as well as from the Friendship Press,
which represents 2% denominations* This Unified Sunday School
program is designed to lead individuals tot
32. KAV* riiAJPUIMS WLUmn, Winter 19$U, p. 13.
33. Ibid* B spring 195U, P. U.
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1* An ev«r-rie**pening * aith in uod *ad communication with
hi» through Jesus Christ as toviorf
2. An understanding and use of the Bible
|
3« An appreciation of and participation In th« Ufa and
work of the Church;
h, The development of a Christian outlook on lifej
Sm growth in Christian character and social concern*3U
She Unified rrotestant Sunday School Currieuiuia is arranged in such
a way that pupils whose lathers are transferred from station to
station will be able to continue with their christian education in
a progressive and consistent aanner«35
the enphesi* shown in the above listed objectives of the
Unified Curriculum are somewhat reflective of what chaplains nave
discovered to be the areas ox greatest spiritual need among Araed
Forces personnel* Ihesc ^oals sai^ht well be adopted m objectives
of the local church* s Christian education prolan if tha church
desires to raake a positive contribution in preparing young people
for Military service as we discussed it in Chapter III*
In concluding this ci»pter concerning the siinistry to service
personnel sway from hows the thing to reseaber is that the church
aust let then Know they are not forgotten through raaintaining the
pastoral relationship and church contact in every possible way*
A very tangible means through which this contact is maintained
is in the alnistry of the clicpleifo, and Service pastors, who be
the long arsa of the church ministering wherever the serviceiaan go*




'4en In the service away from home do appreciate tha church ra*ae»bf!ring#
The writer has on aunerous occasions observed tha pleased expression
as the rssn proudly shows the chaplain a ftnvtay Bulletin from hie
home church, and says, *3se *fcat »y church (pastor) s*mt to me# H
If rk)thing else can be dona merely sailing a bulletin helps, but
how tauch more could ba aeosxpliahad through a personal letter to
tha man, or his cliaplain, or both, if tha busy pastor can somehow
nonage it. Too Many times young people in the service are allowed
to pain the impression that since they seem to be out of tha mind
of the church they are also away from Uod*s care and guidsnes*
Churches should not hesitate to sand copies of their denominational
periodicals to serviceman for although they say have not had tha
interest or opportunity to read these at home they will appreciate
and read them with profit in tha service, this will he true of
missionary magazines also, especially if the young man la overseas*
In their concern for the serviceman who i« away froa hoae tha
Church should not forget his parents or wife who are still in tha
c:. -;tn' -/• swj sinni the Tcs .f s 1, strain knvnlrlng nilitsi)
service is to be found in the families at noma. Much has bean
said about the temptations raced by servicemen separated from
loved ones, bat the chaplains who nave read the letters of confessions
from young wives, as they counseled with the soldier or sailor,
know that there arc also many testations in the hens town. Cur
young adult society is built around couples and a young wife finds

hsrsel:' out if h^r htishanr* is away in th*» warvie** khe ?nay
also be trying to decide whether to follow hfsr husband to a tow*
near his basef or facing other dilewnas* Hera are soaa needy areas
for the tttttPefeat service to service personnel*
An additional aid in keeping the service personnel in tha s&nd
and prayers of the church people is to use pictures of tha serviceman
with tha honor roll, or to place thair pictures around a aap of tha
world -5o a bulletin hoard, with a atreaamr from tha pictura to tha
place where tha ?aan is e^rrently stetioned* All contacts should
•-ncourage tha young people to take advantage of tha positive
tort -nltiee to r-row spiritually and to ba a y.ood witnasa to thair
Christian faith* This part of tha churches service should ba




PKRSOUSES. IK ?fi kKITX
MThe Opportunity xs Share
It is not only iaportant that churches should aalntaln a
wlnlstry to their young people who are away front the home church
In the service, but for churches located near military bases tn«re
la the challenge to serve the young men and woasn brought Into the
coaaunlty because of their duty In the Araed ;- orces*
very church In a coaaunlty where service personnel cone
during their liberty hours should raafce definite plsne to welcoaa
and sinister to theee peopl* *ust as they would to students if the
church were in a college town* Although there is soaetiraes a need
for the church to furnish recreational facilities, especially if
the timbers of sen overtax local wholesome entertainment facilities,
the most significant contribution the church can sake is to fully
enlist service personnel in their church pragraa*
The average servicessan in today's Armed forces does not especially
relish being singled out for attention in eomunity or church
activities. Neither they nor people in general have the sans
patriotic feelings that predoainated during the war years. Changes
in duty stations are awch less frequent than during war time and
mors ssrviccmn have their own cars, wear civilian clothes, and
'
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desire to become a part of commit? life. 'ihie nteeo* that
attention sfcowH ba given to encouraging service personnel to aov*»
their aeabership or cose uncier the watchcsre of the church near the
base*
Another factor which affect* the church's mnietry to service
personnel is that about lift? percent of them its sum led and this
ministry will not be essentially oiifarent from that rendered to
other 1 sallies moving into the .oaaunity* Ihe chureh can be
especially helpful however to wives whoso huebands bfiOO to be away
frost hose on extnndeu cruises MP temporary uuty orders, ihe »fusing
areas near large military basse csuagtituto a great home alsaionary
field* Ihe mission boards or ;iei>nss Gorwunixy < osasdttesa of the
Churches are taking more ana aore interest in this type of opportunity*
The assistance usually takes tits form of financial aid to build
church houses nwar the c*4ft/s or furnishing trained workers either
permanently' or to at up the program*
Church 'gneiss and Councils Cooperate with I^ocal Churches
' H IM i l i »« in I II i i m i mi'" »H ll «||. Ml l U ll II l llll l lll | l |
Ihe work of the Coamtittos tm Military mid Veteran 1 * Services
of the i isciples of Christ gives an example of the assistance
rendered to churcnas near oiiitar;, bases* This Committee will
provide s Field Worker «ho conducts a throe to six week campaign
when the local church so requests. Ihe salary, automobile Slid
travel ere provided by the CoMsiites* the i ield worker visits

military fsiailics, hesds up a conraunity religious census «nd s
program of visitation evangelism. She also counsels with church
organisations to saake their ministry personnel more effective, and
assists in developing study fellowship and recreational activities
for servicemen* finally they train lay workers to continue the
program*
As we have Indicated, wherever possible the service people
should become a regular part of the church activities* In Treaont
Temple Baptist Church of Boston for instance service personnel have
Veen included as a part of the College Career Club* I fairly high
percentage of this group is made up of servicemen and women* One
sdvsntage of this approach is the opportunity it presents for
colle ?« students or working young people who have or who will have
served in the Armed Forces to have fellowship with those who at
present are in the service.
Concerning the Protestant Churches part in community projects,
r. Marlon Creeger, Executive Secretery, General Commission, writes
"So far as X know, just a few city Councils have departments and
progress for service personnel* M Soma cities which do have such
progress ^re Washington, '.C.» Seattle, Tacoma, Los Angeles,
Sen i lego and Hew York* Churches of Jacksonville, f-lorida have
worked out a worthwhile plan with the Haval Air Station, whereby
the chaplains furnish pastors with the names *nd addresses of service
personnel who are members of their particular denomination* They
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also arrange for pa™tors to talk with thwse persons on the base if
it seem* advisable* "ach pastor sends a personal letter to the
Individual concerned inviting him to attend church* A number of
th* churches have printed naps on the back of their stationery
giving the location of the church building nnd directions for
reaching it*
A similar project has been worked out in Washington, D*C, with
the Boiling Air Fores Bass* Saoh Wednesday, at the Chapel Center
on the base, civilian clergymen ere given an opportunity to present
their respective programs am they meet with airmen in denominational
preference groups* Twenty churches of the D.C. area are participating
In the program, and an average of about seven clergyman sre present
each week. 36 ?he San Diego, "alifornia Council of Churches has an
extensive program of placing men in homes for dinner through the
churches. Opportunities for such close cooperation batmen local
churches and military bases exist all over America*
Church Servi«^e Tenters
Besides cooperating with local OSO*s or Armed rorces XuCA's
some of the denominations have established their own hospitality
centers* Several of these sre on a strictly local basis, but most
of them are sponsored by the national headquarters of the churches*
«i n. mm mnmmtKtt——»—»—*———«« 1 ' 1 MWm im » m i 1 1 11 h im
36* CHAPLAINS m H, U.S. Airforcs, January 1956, p. 2.
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The Malt active sroup In this regard are the Lutherans who operate
IS intern in the united States beside those in Alaska, Panama,
Hong Kong, Forsoss, England, ^r-mjijt Hawaii, Japan, Phillippinas,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands* these are conducted under
the supervision of the Lutheran Service I omission, s cooperative
effort *>f the National Lutheran Council and the lAitheran Church,
Missouri Synod,
Although due attention is piiven to recreational activities
there is a definite spiritual maphasis in all Lutheran Service
Centers, Malicious services, Bible : tudy, and Instruction classes
•re conducted ressulerly. It is significant that in spite of a
redaction of Anaed forces each year, that there was an increase in
every phase of activity in 19>5 coapered with 19?>h. Arcordinp to
the Commissions report *or 19%$ there were £00 more Mble Classes
held with almost *&% sore in attendance at the Bible Classes.
A number of local churches have established Service Centers
innependently by utilising their own facilities and volunteers.
Sorae of these each as ths "Church r.oor Canteen*' of the Calvary
Baptist church in Washington, I.e. are only open on Friday, Saturday
and Sun lay evenings, when a Lsrre nuabar of s^rvice'sen are in ths
city* Many churches in this category have set up hospitality Houses
on a t«fqporary basis by keeping folding cots snd beriding available
which can he set up on week-end nights.
The Servicemen* s Canter in the educational building of ths
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Seeond Baptist Church in Richmond, Virginia la an axaaple of a
leno;aination»l cooperative endeavor on an associational wide basis*
A different local Baptist church SDonsors the center each week-end,
furnishing the hostnsses and refreshments* Ihe parttiae director
supervises the work of the «snv volunteers who carry on the work*
in excellent illustration of a Service Center conducted on a
cooperative interdenominational bests on ©very level fro* the National
Church Headquarters to the local church is to be found in the
"Hospitality House* located in the federated Church of Ayerf
Ifcssschusetts* Sponsored by the Tort Downs Cosaaittee of the
Ussssohusetts Council of Churches, it is financially supported from
the Amod Services Departments in the national headquarters of the
conivrsgstlonsl Christian Churches, American Baptist Convention,
i^ethodlst Church. Protestant episcopal Church, and Presbyterian
Church, USA* the Center has been in operation since 1993* The
local church pastor, Oft Hugh Penny, is ths Director and he is
assisted by a part-time Hostess Mra* Kuth Trost* As in most BsjvAit
tors a larnc part of the work is conducted by volunteers* Ths
outstanding aspect of volunteer work in this Center is the fact that
various City Councils of Churches in the area take turns in being
responsible for brinrin# refreshments and hostesses to the Hospitality
House* The Worcester Council of Churches, for instance, has one
month, the Bedford council the next month, and so on throughout the
year. The House is open every night but siondsy and in 195$ served
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©v*r IB,000 soldiers tnm Fort BtVMM and other s^rvic©i*en»
The KM WtA ¥ service Centura have always used the ssotto,
"A home away from home," but the Hospitality Bouse In Aysr actually
has eowe very clone to making this church centered uouse a raal
home away tram hone* As one soldier told the writer, when he visited
the Hospitality House, *Hany Service Centers ssea eoamiarcialiaed,
but this la hoaa. tt An unueual feature of this Corner mach i*©lpe
to maintain tins attitude is eii or; animation of s'.-rvico'aea and
liesteaeeo fcrwron ss *?he Heart of tha Lous*. s The preamble of
their Constitution states, "Re, a gwnip of paWHali JTPtaraetod! In
the spread of Christian Fellowship and promotion of activities in
the Hospitality Hou «, relieve that en organisation is necessary
*or the attainment of our ;?oals # * To qualify ror naatbersfcip a
person suet be present two L>md«y nights Mai three other nights,
accept the preamble and ei«?nify his desire to join by aigulag hie
name* It is emphasised that it is in no way to be considered an
exclusive organisation. Officera are sleeted for four saontho and
may not serve for taore than two consecutive tense* The Writer
talked with some of the officers and round ihea to be conscientious
young men who are fi^raonstratln^ initiative and ability in promoting
worthwhile activities and in conducting the affairs of the Hospitality
House* Yhte type of organisation offers unlimited op 02 tunitles
for church centered service centers • It is also a wholesnam switch
from the cry of despair sometimes hoard of, '*> hat can wo do for our
..
people roin# into this service?", to a demonstration of what
younp? serviceswn can do for thameelv** when riven the opportunity*
*n indication of the spiritual warath of this cantor ia that nino
young »en who were active in the "Hop** Houea durin ? their ansy days
at Fort Vtovmui are now studying for tha ministry, there ia need for
additional service center* involving city, state, and national
counclle of churches.
Whether a church, or churches, establish a Service Onter m»r
military installations or not, ev«ry paator or church sincerely
intere ted in serving military personnel can usually find an outlet
for their concern throup,h the local USO or Anaed Services T f .
Churches or paetora who seek to sinister to service personnel in
thia way auat resMmber however, that they "will not be perraitted
to follow a denominational eraphaais in helping these organisations
with their religious pro&rasu
Inv:i ..., t^jnal »<sr\~*.^± .> .. >o^. -. * ~ ~n.i i.iu. 1..0 . r^.-o : >» :s.a
Other cooparntiva efforte on l>ehalf of the Anaed Cervices are
to be found in the Armed orc**s Preaching Itiesiorus and the Protestant
Chaplains h>treata, Theee are conducted jointly ***ch -ear by the
General Cosniflsian on Chaplains and the epartfiwnt of ?lism
in the national Council of hurchea. They are planned with military
chaplains an ! are a demonstration of cooperative service to service
personnel. The Joint 1"wpart»*ni on F vangelier. has worked out a
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manual, es a result of several years experience, lor tho guidance
of chaplains in conducting the Preaching Missions on their station*
They furnlah the apeakers mad underwrite the travel expenses involved*
The military installation is a. Seed to take care of the local expenses
of the missioner in terns of hospitality* Vhe speakers, saany of
whoa ere outstanding preachers, give of their time and receive no
honorarium* Money from offerings taken during the meetings is
forwarded to the Joint i apartment of -/vangolisra* The chaplains
r-etreata are administered by the ueneral Commission and a similar
arrangement concerning the leaders is followed as that used in





Service Centers m$ Service Pastors
One of the aost critical phases of the churches ministry to
Jiilitary personnel ia in connection with such personnel's duty
overseas* the situation ia particularly serious in Geraany and
in the ar 'aat, and tha relations with local citlsens have inter-
national implications. In order to illustrate how the churches
work cooperatively in seeking to aeet aowe of these problems, a
aomewhat detailed chronological account will be pr<5S»nted concerning
the ri«velopaant of the joint Protectant work for servtce»en in
Japan*
It was the writers privilege to attend the first informal
conference of representatives of Arood Services Departments and
Missions Societies to consider the needs in the i ar est. The
conference was held in aaahinKton, i>» C» in the .Spring of 195U.
It was convened on the joint call of the Division of l-oreipi Missions
of the National Council of Churches in Asierioa and the General
Coaaission on Chaplains* Ihe Social Welfare Cosstlsaion of the
Japanese national Christian Council had asde a special study of
the possibilities in connection with Japanese Churches performing
a spiritual ministry to American Sorvics Personnel serving in Japan*

As « result, the Japanese Commission was proceeding on its own
Initiative to establish ten interdenominational service Centers in
strategic areas* Iha Japanese wanted to keep the centers on a
Christian religious basis* and not to merely be organising another
rwcraational outlet* 5lh**tr »*jor fmrpose was to give the American
'.erviosiaen an opportunity to ^ome to know the Japanese people under
more favorable circumstances than was usually the case* The problem
of itnancin the Church Service Centers was too great for the
Japanese churches, and they had requested aid from the National
Council of I 'hurdles in the united States* ;>ome Japanese denominational
leaders had also approached their own church groups in America.
There was s general feeling expressed in this conference that
ordinarily missionary funds should not be diverted for such purposes*
A warning was also voiced against giving any isapresaion at home or
abroad that missionaries were mere adjuncts of United states Armed
forces* This idea developed, after the discussion had broadened* to
include the question of what the churches of America could themselves
do in performing s ministry to military personnel in overseas areas*
The Uitbersn representative described their overseas service
centers and the ministry of Service Pastors abroad* Such pastors
had been serving in ormosa and Japan and soon another was going
to Germany* The Presbyterian Church, USA had been wrestling with
this problem since 19>2* They felt that the work must be carried
out through the native churches and not the missionaries* They
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reported that tlie Ueverend Korean B* Koshler, a former Havy haplain,
and hie wife were departing soon to represent the Presbyterian
Church in working w th Japanese Churches to establish ^rvlce Centers
in accordance with the Japanese request*
Subsequent to this MnfWNMi sons of the representatives went
on a tour of Bases in the rar sot to set a first hand picture of
the conditions needing attrition from the churches* bishop iienry X*
Loutitt, or ^outh Florida and Chaixnan of the piecopai Armed Forces
Division, was ox» of those shaking the tour* Mi article wBuild~yp
for International fragedy* was published in the -etcher 1951* issus
of Ti LIVING CHUfcCU. A strong sditoriai appeared in the asms
issus commending the article and urging the Church to put forth more
efforts to mast the challenge, k group of representative religious
leaders went on s tour of Air force Basse in warope, Horth Africa,
and the Near Battt during the ouansr of 19rU# Chaplain aobcrt «!•
Vlumb, USNfc, Executive Secretary oi' the ipiscopal Armsd Services
work went on this tour, ami his report, "Overseas Military Installations
Offer M«w Church r rentiers, H wae published in the Noveaber 19>U
issue of om\p the official publication of the Spioeopal teres*
Stoat of the religious leaders who toured bases in the ^sr *»t or
in urops wote articles or ; ;ave talks to church groups concerning
the need for a spiritual ministry to military personnel serving
overseas*
The second infonwl conference on the responsibility of the
1
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Proteslant Churches for American Military Personnel, burins their
off-duty hours In overseas communities, was held on 11 Hovesaber 19$li
in the foterlasn <ae iiission Society offices, in Mew York
City. Bishop Loutitt reported on his trip end the Presbyterian
r*; Hives reported m ta rork of lev* Koehler in Japan*
Thera wbs a discussion of funds available from various denominations
for enlarging the program. Chaplain (aajor '• «neral) Charles Carpenter,
USAF in his remarks stated, "On tfes long-ranre problem. ».w* n«ed to
get to the youth Departments of our churches -with this problem so
they can lay before young people in their youth counseling exactly
what youth are faced with today in an international sense* V'S
could £0 even furthers I think this could be so defined in our
denominational channels for oraeentation in !aen, s groups or to stir
up enough interest to get financial support on the local level. "37
At thie conference it was voted to recoswsend to the Division
of Foreign Missions of the National Council of Churches and to the
•eral Commission on ' haplsins that a Joint Committee he set up
at the earliest possible date. It was voted also that the chairman
be authorised to request the services of the Public helotions
Bepartraent of the National Council of Churches to csalat in publicis-
ing these needs and the attempts to meet them.
h i mil in ii m ii i m imi« in«.»».» i .i i n in inn n m mm » im n nm i i n—mmmm—m-»
37. Unpublished minutes of the joint conference of the General
Cosnlselon of Chaplains and representatives of the RtssiSR

-- Joint Cyasaittee which was authorised aiei in B««3 :, » ..
In January ftt vnilch ii** * tudget was oraim up tf I cie© and
procedures were discussed* The next suaeting was held on Snd
I . eUre it woe raportad lUt ^,000.00 had U«n went to
the Jip«ii4ie Christian Council, and that receipts to date represented
a little over one half of tits *J$£ budget* *he U§Q was rapiwBwnted
in all al these t««s tings., «nd it ie sagihssiaed that the churches
•re in no way saving to duplicate ISO efforts* i ruaialnfi *wporta
were saace in lite April meeting concerning the future o work in
Jsp.m, Okinawa, Hong Mag> and **or»s«
Theee effort* af tiki Cooperative Cosalttee on i&nistry to
Personnel in the ar last at they havs joined with the iiapan christian
Council eonstiwutas a Coiinite step orward in the type M r-
wonal BSd international approach which ia so neoessfc:
.; U
ttteurehel today are to properly minister w> service personnel who are
acr v. A overseas areas* »»t o. the Koshler*s in the '.an
SarviaoiAen* a toaster in Saattea^ «apan is aadtf paaelfciU v:y the
ftajfaftiffim Church, 03A, and the adainistrativs and work budget are
the joint responsitiiity of joint groups. Chief Xeoaan •»* S« ratere
who served at oasebo for tv.o 3 Af* tola the writer that this Center
ie carrying out a «ell rounded pro&raa which is sincerely appreciated
by the ^icere and &*n oi the U*£* i<avy* he stated that :»ne reason
senior offioera raspecied the nnt«r was that the work was entirely
supported \.y the churches, sad that nothing hau bean requested iroa
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the Araed 1 orcae*
ftaerie -^n and Native Churches
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Another interdenominational church group that Is rent^ering an
axcellcnt siinistry to American Servicemen and their families overseas
ia the ^epartaeni of Aaerican Coaaunltlos Oversea* of the national
council of Churches, The numerous nrlish speaking Union churches
working through this department »r» serving American personnel,
civilian and military in raany netione around the world. The writer
has preached in the African Coa»unit(jr Church in Athens, Greece*
and In Sice, France, lie visited the pastor and aent a church party
to the African Church in Beirut, Lebanon* The pastor in Beirut
in cooperation with the writer arranged with his {ambers to take
«aany of the sailors and narines into their hoaes for Sunday dinner*
In all of th*se churches military personnel and their families were
taking an active part*
In a letter received on April 16, X9$6, from the *partment of
rican Communities Overseas* Br* Robbins W* Barstow, EMscuttvo
irector, states that their reost active prograa for servieeiaen is in
the km'-rican Church in Paris* The letter quotes froa a report of
the church es follows* r*The United States personnel of SHAPB*,,
use the gyamasiua i'or basketball* A billeting service for male
aeabcrs of the American Amed I orces provides beds and beths for up
to ^0 men a night the y*zr round* In 19f4i over 7.000 billets were

provided*" A number of sailor* reported to the writer that they had
9n$oyQd '-'mster f-orahtp Services in this Church, when they returned
to the ship from a tour to Paris in April 19£5«
lie concern of Protestant Churchee Tor American servicemen
overseas has been dramatically s;<mboliaed by the visita of ishop
William C« Martin and Dr. Carson Blake, presidents of the National
Council of Churches, to Korea and Dr# Slakes Christmas mission to
Air Bases in the Morth Atlantic*
The hearty welcome given to American Servicemen in the national
churches of ail countries has been a source of inspiration and informa-
tion to our young men in many ways* In 19$U and 1955 the writer
took groups of sailors on ov^r 50 visits to Protectant Churches in
rations around the Mediterranean. Joint worship services were
conducted in many of them through interpreters, but the Christian
fellowship was understood by all in spite of language harriers*
American missionaries in foreign lands have ministered to service
personnel and their families in many ways. They have not only
interpreted the language but also the native people themselves to
military personnel* In 19U8 Southern Baptist Missionaries in Japan
started meetings with Baptist young people of the Armed lorces in
the Tokyo Chapel Center once each month on a Sunday afternoon* How
the meeting is held twice a month and similar fellowship groups
have been organised in other cities* At these meetings, missionaries,
chaplains, officers and enlisted personnel come together lor worship




The churches task of serving our aervietsiaen (and civilians)
rasas is too great to oe turned over to tits missionaries wtio havo
their own work to do, nor can it be eoaplately done by the native
ateirohss w;k> ar*» trying to reach their own people. The answer to
Ifae Mod is or cior* African Overseas Churches, «aore Christian
Ssrrieerssfi* s OsstoVBf and more Service rasters such as the rrsabyt^rien
Servioo pastor in Alaska, or tho Lutherans have in brawny, Japan and
oth r area* of the Facific*
38. j*iMOgr«phod Materials prepared by B« L. Ackiss, Hose Mission
Board* Southern Baptist Convention,
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Immediately '"allowing -orld War II then was « great deal said,
and some books wore written concerning the churches and the returning
servicemen. This was in keeping with the general interest araong
many groups of America in assisting the veterans to readjust to
civilian life. Although the number of servicemen returning to
civilian life to.-iay is snail in caparison to the nonths isiaediately
following the war, the Armed Nrsas ar* sending sore persons into
our country* s life each year than all our colleges Ifl .-raduate
schools ombined.39
For the church which has sincerely endeavored to conduct a
program such as we have described in hapters II, IV, and V, a worth-
while oinistry to the returning servicemen will be greatly facilitated.
A young iaan from such a church may feel inclined to call on the
7>astor to pay his respects, md to discuss his future plans.
Whether the young men s- eka out the pastor or not, the pastor should
call In the home as soon as possible*
39• "Samm Obligations of the Church to its People in the Armed
Forces,* 19£5, an address by Sherwood Gates.

'ita question of whether any special welcoae hone cereraony
should ce held will best be answered by the local oonciiions* it
nay oe that this will take the iom oi a party conducted by tha
fasjdn* caooI, ioutfa i «iiowsr,ip, or sum's group* *he important
thing M Mwrt he end his wits if he la a.i^ec, 4-.hft.ll .eel I ^n©
welcome iron tii« church* *he raturning serviceasn : els senewhat
lost ror a lew weeks, and the church i fellowship is an excallcnt
place lor him to regain his seas* of catdaunity* At the sane tine
however he wants to become an individual sg&ln ana it is term also
that the pastor and church can help by accepting hi» lor what he is
m not as a C» i., or a pro lea at ae a iallow Christian And church
Briber* Ihis matter of acceptance aaust also b<? extended to include
the acceptance of the young nan's wife especially ii ha brings hons
a Japanese or merman bride* i-egjirdleas of Una reception &iven a
.-
orrign 'oorn wife in the cuesaunity* the Church should cert*xnly be
a haven of strength to the young couple.
Counseling the .i-Jt^Jorvlceasn
II the pa- bHI ll approachable there may ba many ti'dngs i'or which
the returned servic man will turn to him or counsel* -Jan^ will
want to discuss their vocational choice and education, which nay
pose .sore problems ior young e^>*sdrvlceaen fataf since the vtruirane
educational beneiita arc no langer available, except to those who
entered the service a nunr.ar 02 yiars ago* ooas rs»ay resent whe
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discontinuance of many benefit* of the tt*Z* I ill of right* and fool
thoy are •* much entitled to thea as other* who served offers the
cuUo.i' date* fhese my requ3.ro additional pastoral care*
Soma young veterans aay U thinking seriously stout U« Claris tian
ministry or becoming a missionary« ihe pastor will went to discuss
these plans at length with his ;;arishon*rf and help the indivi' .i»l
rstand the relationship of his service experiences with the tiesir*
to engage in full tiae christian work* A survey of the Veterans
i.-jsiniu-tration revealed that over 36*000 ex-aervieeaen aaoe decisions
for religious work and used their educational rights for training*
Others will have soon general problems q£ readjuatfaent as
ting a job, or fitting back into Dm xcaily and the church*
bone will be at outs with theaselve* because U**y did not live up to
their ideals or to the teachings of tno cnurcn* 2*nsy were weak and
yielded to taaptation, now with the i sadly W: ch so QL909 again
they ere filled with remorse. Others may be physically injured
when they return hone* whether the sioknees is spiritual or organic
it calls for all the paBtor* & counseling sicill and for the heeling
idolatry o. the sham** II Mm K»«4Mrvi**n*ti .e i rinanlj Lajared
or 111 fflnrngj* to be planed in ti» nearest Veterans itospital* toe
.rch will stjek to iainister to tide young aan* or woaan* and to
their families* .she* furnish their u,uota of chaplains to the
Veterans ^ministration ab thej j to the >»vmd Services* »nd Urn
pastor will cooperate with the Ijospiiai ahaffletn ah bringing pa&toral
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care to the patient froa his church.
If there are several veterans who saea to be having probleas,
the paator my set up a group discussion, or counseling aaeetinge,
sirallar to those held for young people facing Military aarvice*
Through the church Service Coaaittee or the layaens group
there should foe & reservoir of practical advice and assistance for
the veterans desiring to go into soae trade* business, or profession*
Lay people can be trained for counseling with veterans*
The Veteran serves ills Church
the maturity and experience of these veterans should he utilised
in the service of the church* Many of thea will have color slides
to illustrate their experiences, especislly those who visited
Mission fields overseas* Opportunities should be given to then to
tell their story and to show their pictures* If they have the talent
they should be enlisted as Scout workers, Sunday School teachers,
or perhaps as coach for church athletics* There are other activities
where ex-aervicesan aay make a real contribution, such as ushering,
canvassing work, or visiting new families in the coemnity* A
place could surely be founi .'or many of thea on the churches cosasaittee
for ministry to the Armed Services* The National Association of
vangellcals has a prograa of an : vangelical buddy lub for each
church, each returned servicetaan s automatically a aieafoer snd Is
assigned as a Buddy to a young nan on active duty*

«c6*»
The Church therefore aust stand ready to p?r£or« a loving
ministry to those whose faith has been weakened or aoral standards
lowered by their aerrice experteneea. The church siust elso properly
channel his matured Christian s«ai, and the new interact in causes





Why No Long^ Range Proq
j
raii of Prasjotlon?
In spite of the fact that many church leaders arts aware of the
Churches task in performing an adequate rainistry to young people
facing military service, promotional efforts need to be intensified
not only to Maintain the praaent interes t but to reach the vaat
numbers of pastors and church leaders who have as jet manifested
little or no concern, Xn ^arch 195& the writer, as a chaplain, was
asked to apeak In a local church concerning this subject. The Armed
Services Tepartoent in the denominational headquarters of this
particular church for several years has had excellent raatertala
to use in establishing and conducting a program for their young
people facing military service, but neither the pastor nor young
sen entering the service this Summer were familiar with these
rcsterials. A letter from the T irsator of fclilitary Personnel for a
large denomination reveals that he spoke recently in a church, of
that denomination, in the same city where his office is located and
the church had never heard of this work for servicemen nor of the
director of the department* These are indications of one oi the
major needs in the whole matter of the churches ministry to military

- .&»
personnel} namly informing the local church©© and gaining their
^oop*ration*
. . S* L. Ackiss, Military Personnel, Southern Baptist Convention*
in a letter to the writer* sua* up the two things which are of
utmost cons" deration In this whole asstter of the churches rainistry
Hitary personnel! "(a) string the facte squarely before the
churche© and agencies* (b; '.atting both to DO something about the
facts.
In waking this study of the Churches Ministry to the 'rmed
forces, twelve central departments of Protestant Church i*ublic
elations or iromotion have baea contacted in person, or by ieitcr*
and fourteen Armed orces .- *partenants in churches have been contacted*
In none of these groups has any long range promotional program been
worked out on a cooperative basis to make the churches more aware
of their responsibilities in providing adequate ministry to youth
^fore, during, and after military service* It is not a matter of
non«coo;>erativa attitudes or antagonism* There is a frienaly
relationship between all the Armed 5ervicea Departments and their
group 1 s promotion departments* ihey do cooperate as trie occasion
arises, but there are a number of reasons for the lac* of a long
range promotional program* some or them art? as roll. owe
t
(1) The ne<$6 for mich a program iias never bean seriously
considered* Some were frank enough to admit they had just iwv&r
thought about it before*
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(2) A general tendency to overemphasise publicity, especially
the printed -word, anr> a lack o understanding of promotional objective*
and procedures* This hae resulted in a dearth of long range plana
for other phases of church activity, ae w«ll ae in rolationa with
the Armed Services*
(3) Soth the Promotioswi ami Aratd Services departments are
usually overworked* and do not have the tiae or personnel necessary
to launch extensive progress*
Cooperation on i'ro^otion
i«—m iff <»*»»» m^ iiiw w»wwMM*«ieep
Thar* has hten a great deal of cooperation between theae two
departments as far a* pure publicity l« concerned. All the offices
ot Promotion contested stated that they usually tried to place new*
releases am. photos turned ov*r to then by the Anted Services depart-
aent of their c* ur^h. *~a*d Fore#s departments Secretaries for the
churehes all have declared that they receive good cooperation whan
they have requested publicity. ¥o*t of the church Armed Services
departments have direct contacts with cortwunicatlon taedia and make
their owa releases or ^rrar-e^^te. In the Missouri Lutheran Church
it is agreed that the trm* Services Gommiasion will release to
internal raedia of the church, but that the public relations office
will make releases to the general oublic* Moat of the Anted Services
Secretaries Indicated that they also deal with Promotion offices of
other a&enciee in their denomination ?or technical assistance and
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professional advice, fchero the Armed Service© department is part of
the How Mission I ociety or 3otas oth?r agency of the church, ths
promotion office of this sgtney is available to aid thera* Shen the
writer visited the headquarters of the piacopsl Church the Secretary
of the Armed Services Branch showed his the window display which
the promotion tiepartmont had arranged to show the episcopal work
for the Armed Forces*
Occasionally some church raa aaine will feature tie work of
Chaplains or the churches ministry to Service personnel* Ths 1&W&
NHttte maga&lne of the Southern Baptist Convention, for instance,
devoted the front cover picture, an editorial and four articles to
this work in the April 19 ->5 issue* This came about as a result
of the Home Mission Board's desire to promote the newly organised
Jfinistry to Military Personnel. The UTXGtftt. bmHtftftj PEGSmrmttAN
LIFK, and other denominational ma aaines have devoted Issues or a
series of a tides to tb«s* maiters*
Armed Services Secretaries indicated that generally the Stats
or district church periodicals have not carried many of their
articles or pictures* This »sy some from the independent character
of some of these periodicals and the lack of personal contacts by
the Secretaries*
The fcev* l« 0* Jlidboe, Secretary of the Bureau of Service
Personnel, National Lutheran council, wrote that in order to render
a fair ludgraont as to the publicity covsrage tt0ne must weigh the
-
enphasls which ima been given to the ainlstxy to service [in I in nilMl
in the eaae scale in which all other branches of the Council's work
is caeaeured* X believe it has received its fair share. •••'Xhs
initiative rests with this office." 'Ibis probably refloats the
thinking of raost of those ^ecreuries who realise that there are
many causes within the church, all of which are seeking space in
the available media.
Church ^rmed Services Iteparttaents Do lh»lr rhm 'rontotion fork
As has been pointed out, the Ariaed b services aeparfeaent of
Protectant Churches have in ,;eneri!l conducted their own promotional
programs, A consideration will now be given to their activities
in tide regard, speaking before regional sod national church
assemblies s.;cas to be the favored way of secretaries of these
departments to present the churches program for ministering to
service personnel* they especially UJce this raethod when there is
opportunity for questions md answers. In this, they hsve recognised
a basic technique, that the /acre personal a aedlom is, the acre
affective the coaauaLeatlttW the greatest problem is the overcrowded
sent, OLss in ;&ost church conferences, jetting on the program depends
largely on teving lasde long range plans and contacts with church
leaders. All groups reported using this method at «very opportunity.
All questionnaires state that exhibits are used in telling
the story. Sometimes the Service department arranges its own exhibit

and st other ti«*e they call upon the trm& Forres to set up exhibits
at church conferences. None of the Secretaries contacted said that
II ey rmr* using radio or television in their promotion*} work.
fell ioue news media may receive some materials regarding this
ministry to military personnel program directly from the Armed ^ervicee
or frow syndicated n*ws services, but they are mainly dependent upon
the Aneed Jiervieee departments of th*t churches. These departments
set much of their material directly from their own chaplains through
nonthly reports required by aoet church groups.
Kost of the Service ^eijarfcraents seek to maintain a file of
-t«res on individual chaplains, an^ chaplains or serviceman or* n red
In "rorioua reli d,ous related activities. The ohaplalJi's jacket in
r© sfeurefe Commission office usually contains biographical information
available for promotional efforts. fffcenaver r^tertals have been
requested from the Armed Services <>r their own chaplains for a
specific promotion project, such as an annual offering, the Secretaries
report the cooperation has been excellent and the results good.
"onceroin^ publics they wore trying to reach, all groups were
asked If they f»lt any responsibility for siafcinr the public in cenersl
awsre Of the spiritual iwmte of servicemen, ^ost of the fecretaries
said Ussy f*lt some rejhonftlbilltgr to reach the general public, but
felt Hint the work with their own denomination must come first.
Severe! felt that this wee ware the task of Intertfenoralnational eroupe.
The u.,.thersn Cecretaiy stated that his office had s^nt oopies of
.
their ore-induction training rsanual to the Selective Service Library,
and to other organisations which had requested then.
Secretaries of /sraed riervicea Cona&ttees feel tiiat they ere
having son* success in reaching church leaders of the various boards
and agencies within the church. They have done this mainly through
personal contact, and to a lesser extent through correspondence*
Pastors are the key to any long range church program for
ainia tearing to young people lacing military service* This group
is the hardest to reach because there are too /aany to aee personally
even in group contacts, and they are all receiving so much promotional
literature that this somewhat new prograa gets lost in the shuffle*
A survey of church cowaroications problems, ; repared by the Research
and Survey iepartrawnt of the National Council o£ Churches, reveals
that it is difficult to reach the church Bembers if you do not first
convince the pastors*'*® because of this problem some church Anted
Services departments are appealing directly to the parents*
Another group the Church Armed Services Secretaries seek to work
with is the young people in the Churoh Youth ellowships* Soas
saethode umnd to rwaeh college and seadaary students have already been
mentioned*
The priissry the»e, being used in presentation of the need in
connection with failitary service is an emphasis of the problem*
UO* oismr-.l.,".r^M f a survey conducted by Central Department of
Ke^wrcb and Swvt^f ^tioaal krans&l of barons*, • irk, 1$

Stele to the problem is the newness of the fact that almost every
able bodied young man, and many young women, will be serving in our
Armed Servioes, when there is no shooting war in progress • It has
b*en raeliBtically estimated that if world tension continues 75%
of African men between 20 and y) ; ears of age nay be in or may have
been in the Anted Services* "So what happens to our young people
in military service is happening to America. "** Surveys of high
schools show that the prospect of military service tope the list of
all problems faced by high school hoys. There is every indication
that it will continue to be a problem for some time to come. The
second part of the problem is seen In the fact that Selective Service
people, doctors, chaplains and other officers of the military service
are discovering that many young people are not emotionally or morally
prepared for adjustment to service life*
Another major theme used in seeking to arouse the churches,
is that it presents religious groups an opportunity for a vital
ministry to the youth of our generation and for the fature. Churches
&re challenged to utilise all their spiritual resources to properly
prepare young people for military duty. An important paint of the
preparation is helping young people realise that if they go overseas
they are not only members of the Armed Tarem* but ambassadors of
good will for their church as well as their country. It is pointed




out that they are the largest group of Americans living close to
Communist countries* Tha Coamunlsts are conducting a propaganda
campaign to smear tha reputation of our servicemen, end in the long
run it «ay be that the conduct of our servioenaen in other countries
•ill have sore to do with preserving peace and democracy than bombs
and planes*
The churchea are challenged to go with the young men of our
notion wherever they serve by furnishing their full quota of chaplains,
who will be the long arm of the church ainistering to its youth
away from hone* Promotional material seeks to exalt the work of tha
chaplain aa a missionary, a pastor, and a counsellor*
There are some serious problems involved in presenting the
need, for an enlarged ministry for servicemen, to the churches.
One of those ia of course the churches general antipathy to war
end the military service, or as the Ksverend i ussell Loosen, Secretary
Armed Services, Congregational Christian, says, "An innate revulsion
against anything military* " This ia a widespread American sentiment
and is not limited to the churches but it is made more manifest by
church pronouncements and policies* Practically every religious
group in America has proclaimed its objections to the use of war as
3 means of settling international disputes* This is not to say that
this repugnance to war is a bsd thing* It is, on the contrary, a
igood thing for America and for the world, and is shared by many
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ailitary leaders and certainly by moat chaplains. This filing does
however, lead to negative attitudes toward, and a general lack of
interest in, any program to provide a spiritual Ministry to military
personnel. This aversion is «ven more pronounced when the long tern
aspects of such a program are stressed*
Prejudiced and preconceived ideas concerning military life and
leadership probably prevent some churches from promoting a program
designed to minister to their young people in the service. It is
paradoxical that some reli ;ious leaders who abhor prejudice of all
types and become greatly dis turned about the stereotyping of national
or racial groups, are quite willing to accept a completely biased
view concerning our Armed ?ore*s« An example of this is found in
a MRIBTXAff CTiNTUKY editorial entitled, "The Churches and Military
iservice, " when the editor writes of fearing forces which will
"eventually produce a nation accustomed to think in Pentagon ^attems g"
»n6 of the "Pentagon's unappeasable hunger for pow*r»"^ Ho greater
figment of the public iaaj-ination has developed since horld war il,
than the delusion concerning the so-called "Military Mind*" According
to this concept, wntch many religious leaders have glibly accepted,
there is some sinister force hiding deep in the recesses of the
Pentagon which plots against p*aoe and the young people of America.
Regardless of how wrong this idea might be, it does affeet to some
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degree any effort on the part of ths church Arasd Services departments
to interest the churches in ooing aore for service personnel, it
•e Chsplain !<!< It Harp, Chief of Chaplains, I'.S* Navy, sHd in
an *ddT9*a at Newport, H.I., *Socner or later, some of our religious
leaders will have to realise that those cunncoted with and ded5_c»t«d
to public life are not « breed apart.'* *«y »n4 lsrjre,* Chaplain
8srp continues/'they are ;Juet as honorable, as highly motivated and
religiously alnded as tbos<* engaged in civilien pnrsnits. I know
this for a fact because I see evidences of it liesBrtiat&y,**)
Another problea encountered, by those seeking to interest the
churches in serving the servicemen, is the fact that human beings
tend to be most concerned with the things, or people, physically
present* The 2ian sway frcm h*esr and church ere out of s:* fjfct and
are therefore apt to be out of wind. The ?sultitude of oth*r mors
pressing and demanding calls »any tisws |prevent the church leaders
and pastors from having tins- to even think of the problem., much lees
It anything In the way of a program. The average pastor receives
store pro!*otional naterial than h<* can read »nd more Invitations to
conferences than he can possibly attend* Connected with thee? factors
ie the parochialism which too o*ten forgets that there urm some
aeabera of the church who are out in the world serving their country*
lieaching (students prsparinf, for the ministry with training
t&t WltmX *pteaber-Octobcr If&j p. lh.

in this field is difficult because th« seminary* a curriculum is so
crowded now, that even where some professor* would like to institute
a course on the subject it cannot be done* Chaplain . • . . -aiiabury,
Presbyterian, PSA, says, "The colleges are so tassf with their own
program that they do not realise the Tact that this generation must
face military service, whether they like it or not*"
Another problem Involved in petting the churches to perform
a ministry to service personnel is that many churches have assumed
that if their denomination has supplied its quota of chaplains their
obligations are fulfilled. Publicising the Military Chaplain *s
ninistry may have led some pastors to suppose tto^t, since the
Services are provided with clergymen, there ems nothing left for the
churches to do. The importunes of the pre-inductlon and returning
home phases were overlooked. Ip« Stewart Patterson, Methodist,
writes, "Youth going into the r#ervica is now routine; cud rmly a
comparatively few no 'emergency1 felt, or patriotic ur;-a* M ibis
factor also adds to the difficulties of maintaining interest after
a ten year period during which a modified draft has continued, although
technically we ha-ws been at pease*
Related to the problem referred to sbovs is the orrsnesa*
impression among Africans generally that since current draft calls
are small only about one in ten young men will ha called Into the
military service. Admiral Arthur Isdford, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of ;> ta£f y however, in an April 6, 19S6 speech, said that

Xtm young men of America must recognise that this view ts wrong.
Addressing the biennial convention of tee National Jewieh Welfars
Board, in New *ork City, Admiral Radford stated, "ihir experlertcs
inrsicstes that about four out of five of oar young men, who ar* not
fathers, and who are otherwise physically and mentally qualified
and available, can expect to enter military service before thay are
26.-^
A very practical problem, involved in oreaenting the program,
i» the lack of funds 8nd oersonnel, or as the National Lutheran :>rvice
Secretary says, "to ret the people who have tim* 9.n^ ability to wit
out the proper effort into the type of publicity this requires,
"
"r. Marion J. Creeper, Secretary of the General Commission on
Chaplains and Arsed Forces Personnel, writes, *• do not have either
the facilities, the staff or the resources necessary* for a thorough-
going promotional program. He also states that the "Diversified
denominational structures and practices* • ./sake liaison difficult."
ms resent .T^uaiaa of Promotion
In spite of the obstacles encountered, the "rraed Services
Departments of the churches are carrying forward plans for informing
or motivating their constituency concerning their responsibility
to youth. In general the plans Include doinsr more of w}>at they are
, MAVX TIHBBf April lk$ L99>$ p« U.
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now doing which is proving effective* Some of these aethode are
discussed below*
Since the Bureau of Service to Military ersonnel of the
National Lutheran Council serves eight denominations, the program
of Secretary ?Iidboe is, "Aimed at getting the leaders in each of
these bodies to see their responsibilities in this matter*"
"Consequently," he writes, ">very Month personally type-written
letters go out to h0 synod and church presidents informing them
about the latest aspects of the churches ministry to the Armed
orces. I feel this is fsr superior to general information in our
periodicals which of necessity haa to be of a different nature."
Dr. Marion J* Creeger, General Commission, who deals with
37 church bodies which are members of the Commission and six other
cooperating churches and agencies, writes that they plan to utilise
to the fullest their personal contacts in all of these groups*
Eventually they plan for "greatly increased field work," on the part
of their staff* He also says that they have formed a "program
a^isory board, made up of responsible denominational program
executives* This board will f?ive us guidance on the development
of program materials and resources•" This board, composed of ten
men i"rom nine different denominations held its first meeting on
17 and 15 January 1956. In the future the Board itself will meet
once s year in January, and has organised an executive committee
to meet en call, in the interim* Some of the members represent
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the programing agencies of the churches and other® represent the
editorial ana curriculum agencies* havnrmtxi Joseph C, Sana, director
of the 7*epartment of Ministry to Armed force* Personnel, writes
that he believes the board will contribute a great deal tn the years
to come in defining a program*
l)r* &• L* Acfclas, secretary Military Personnel, Southern
Baptist convention, writes that he has sent materials to the some
25,000 pastors and associate usstors, and to the Hellgious education
leaders on the Convention and state levels* A pamphlet entitled
•Soldier without Arms* was published by this office in inarch 1$>56*
Aimed at parents, it will be given wide circulation throughout the
Southern Baptist Convention* «e has visited seminaries, teaching
classes in several, and has also visited in colleges* He is beginning
work with the baptist student union (which is assigning a man to
servicemen's work), and has attended two of their retreats* Dr* Ackios
plans continuing emphasis on summer and week-end conferences with
church youth groups to demonstrate methods which may be used lor
pre—induction education classes*
Huesell T* .uoesch, Congregational christian /rated services
Secretary, also plans Summer conference work with voung people on
thie subject* he was aele to get an aciive duty military chaplain
to s*»rve as the chaplain for the next Annual Conference of nis Church,




A unique experiment in building better understanding between
denominational leaders and the chaplains ministry with £&r reaching
potentialities, took place in epteaber ±95$* the Lxecutive 'oaaittee
of the Southern Baptist Convention invited representative chaplains
to attend the Promotional rianning Conference in Nashville, Tennessee*
The chaplain* s work and the churches ministry to the /rasd Forces
was presented in the fora of a panel and was tits first itea on the
program.^
All of \im I- mod Services Departaenta are seeking to interest
their laymen's group in mini storing to military personnel* It la
elt thai ttiis program would furnish the iayaen of the churches
with a viorthwldle project, and that it will utilise the talent* of
many ex-*ervicset?ien in tne churches* Another reason is that pastors
and ottar church I^sadera do not always have the time to devote to
this new program on a continuing basis* . oae Secretaries have
arrange'.- tours of lailitary bases for their lay leaders to acquaint
then with what is being done for the welfare of service personnel*
Mr* Stewart Patterson, ibthodist, writes that tiiey plan,
"Increased publicity, w and, "Stepped up cooperative programs among
top level agencies of the Church* M stest of the .secretaries contacted
say they plan to continue and wt-ere possible increase the publicity
In this field, but aost of thea agree that personal contacts and
ii I « ——»——— i » tmmtmmmmmmmmmmmj*J*J—**——
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1*6* OHAPLABI R, Southern Baptist Convention, February 19SS»
.
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follow-up are necessary to matte the publicity moat effective*
Promotional Possibilities Through Other Organisations
In this chapter we have pointed out that a long rung* rotation
program, concerning the spiritual aspects of military service, la
needed on a 'J«no>alnati >nai and an interdenominational basis* It is
also felt that much could be accomplished toward informing local
church awabers, and Motivating them to action, if there could be
ore cooperation between churches and some of the following groups.
:e agency with which the Protestant Churches need greater
.^operation is the United 3ervicea Organisation* the Catholic and
Jewish groups are wall represented In the USD by the National
•athoilc Community Services and the Jewish Welfare Board, Protectant
rchffs as such are not represented, although the faivation Army,
YMCA, and TPK3A, who are member agencies of the i&o, are Protestant
in background* The probable reason for this is that the U 0»s main
purpose has been considered recreational in character and this
aspect of Protestant life has been represented by the SWUI and XW0A #
A stu- A ./-Laws however, reveals that the purpose of the
USO is to provide a means of serving, »The religious, spiritual ,
social, welfare an J educational nieds of the men and women of the
Armed "orces****? ifany leaders In the 880 are interastad in having
\ '-rogrsii Activities Committee, "The Ideal Religious rttjjtm
of a USQ Club" (Italics by the writer) p* 1*
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• more adequate and comprehensive religious program for 00 Centura.
Tha development of a better Protestant religious program In
connection -with (80 activitiea could be greatly facilitated through
more direct and official participation of a representative Protestant
group or groups. For one thing it would strengthen the hand of
Protestant workera in 030 Centers who would like to effect a stronger
Protectant religioua program. It would also serve to remind local
Protestant Councils of churches and pastors of their responsibilities
in providing a spiritual ministry in connection with i?5Q in their
Community* It mtr;ht be argued that thia idea would merely introduce
a third party into the situation which might dilute the dynamic
relationship between the churches and the servicemen* On the other
hand, the churches could consider this »b another opportunity to
express their spiritual concern for service personnel which would
result in an even more dynamic relationship. In some ways it becomes
a question of whether Protectant Church leaders want to criticise
the DSO for a lack of spiritual emphasis in their program, or whether
the churchmen wiH take the time and expend the effort necessary to
provide a worthwhile religious program,
Protestant clergymen do serve on the \K Board of directors
»n^i some have worked on special projects both on national and local
levels, Br9 Koswell P, Barnes, Associate General Secretary of the
National Council of Churches is a member of the Isoard and has been
quite active in its affairs, Mr, Louis J. Meillette of the TmTJA
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repres nted the U&Q in the aeetings of ti.« Cooperative Coa»ittee on
Ministry to Military Personnel in the i«r kaat already described*
nevertheless, it ic the writers pergonal opiuion that much could be
accomplished through a closer cooperation an; store oP$ icial representa-
tion of eitiier, the KstilBlH* council ox inarches, or the Coneral
Comission on Chaplains ana -need forces rersonnel, or both. The
recently organised Public i flattens Dejmriaent of the U50 offers
possibilities for the development of a long range promotion prograai
pertaining to the spiritual ne«t s of military Personnel, not only
for Protestants but for all raiths, thus bringing about a greater
f»nstending and acre support from the public in general* In April
1956 this department put on a promotion eaapaign, not lor lunds, but
to educate the public concerning '.. o # ihey asked churches, araong
other agencies, to assist in this campaign*
Another area where more cooperation in this natter is needed
is between the churches and schools 9nd collages* because of the
»»re direst control possible* asuch more is being done in Catholic
Farochial Schools in the pre-lnijction orientation preparatory to
military service* This n^cd is, of course* closely related to the
whole problem of religious and ;acral training in our public schools*
:ators in high schools &nd Ctate Colleges have expressed consider-
1& interest in the Aimed ?Oi ' ^racier • OS Program* since
it holds some hope for a similar moral education program f« le
schoola by avoiding the Church and £tato issue* it is In this
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resin that much store could be acco~fplished through greater cooperation
of all church groups with the school officials* Pastors should discuss
with Public School officials the possibility of pra-induction train-
ing in the schools for High School students* &hare such proeraas
have been instituted, pastors night be called upon to explain the
mors! and spiritual aspects of military life*
Consultation between officers of city or state councils of
churches snd Public School authorities could yield several positive
results* If the high schools have no progrsm of pre-induetion
education or counseling for those facing military service the council
might offer to assist in establishing such s program* The American
Social Hygiene Association has prepared an excellent book entitled
"Prstnduetion Health and Human Helations ,, designed to aid teachers
mn& others who are seeking to help young j»eople to face problems
involved in facing military service* School officials would probably
appreciate the assistance of a qualified clergyman who could lead
the discussion on that section of this book called ^Spiritual health
and Development* n**8 Another possibility is the setting up of classes
or discussion groups for Protestants, especially seniors, facing
military service sfter regular school hours* Arrangements similar
to these used for eeste-Dsy Church Schools fsi«;ht be made with public
school officials* Kcrs again little could be dons in this regard
U8* % . weeney and R. E* ^ckerson, .ALTO
IS, Americsn Social Hygiene Association, Hew lork,
H# Y99 19#, P. 38.
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exempt on an interdenoainational, or perhaps in this inst anoe an
inter-faith basis*
Service club© such as Itotary, ^iona, and Kiwanis could be
helpful in passing on the concern oi church leaders for service
personnel to the coatsunities of America* rasters and laymen who
have became convinced oi" the need for a spiritual ministry to military
personnel and who are members of such dubs should take advantage of
every opportunity to let other members know the seriousness of this
situation*
The .Boy clouts, rCA*o, and similar youth groups offer possibilities
in connection with pre-induction training* the Aj**«d Fores© have
closely cooperated with Scouting groups for nsny years as a matter of
general orientation concerning military life* Churches could
emphasise the moral aspects of service life by closer cooperation
with Scouting organisations* and through church sponsored troops*
Ihe Veteran's Organisations through their @any posts offer
outlets for creating more conosrn for the aorsJL welfare of youth
in connection with their ailltary service* The Legion's "Back to
God* campaign r*vealed some interest and potentialities in this
regard* If instsad of merely criticising Veterans groups for
politically seeking material benefits* church leaders would properly
educate their church layman who are veterans, then these organisations
wight develop s deeper spiritual concern for servicemen*
no veterans group, The tUltary Chaplains Association, has
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bean very active in this field and has sought to a range conferences
for parents, chaplains, educators, and church leaders to increase
their interest in doing more for youth facing s&litary li^e. They
have prepared a one act play, available for use in churches, which
drotatissv the religious progr** provided for the various faith*? in
all branches of the service ai^d how it relates to the fas&ly and
church at hoaa*
The Public Relations Society of America, and ths National
Advertising Council have undertaken such projects as Religion in
American I*ifs for ths churches,**? and n8ail Call* ^or the Arced
orces and UTC.W Business in its public relations program has shown
Int'trsat in such aatiera as conserving natural resources, college
education, and safety campaigns* The proper approach on s cooperative
basis ay religious jro^a might interest American Business md Labor
mps in the program for conserving the moral md spiritual values
for American young people as they defend our country, represent • b
as ambassadors abroad, and return to botOtti the leaders of tosworrow.
MM may fesl that any cooperation with "secular" groups^ such
as v • >j -c-mta, ?eterans Organisations, or industry, will compromise
the challenge of the churches, but tm 3hould not so mistrust ths
vitality and strength of the Church, that we cannot use every possible
i—miairmoi wm«b—fh»«*
U9m "President V.isefihowor fangaends hIAL, HATXOSA& 6D08SI& OUTLOOK,
Movembar 1953#
Kail "all "ampaign, 19S3--U, Tear md Report,
•

means to let its concern be Known to aXU
Htmj my ^sation the n<»ed for promoting the church©* program
for serving youth in connection with military duty, when the hopes
for disarmament seem to be more hopeful than at any time since 19U5«
is this very development however, which tends to make people feel
that we nmni not "be concerned about serving personnel in the Amed
Forces since the draft mlpht eoon be over and pwst servicemen may
return home* The fact remains that many are entering, serving, and
coming hons from <$ilitary service, and until today's hope* have
become an actuality the churches must not only continue, *7ut enhance
its ministry to them*

Through the yesrs the Churches of America have ministered to
military personnel, and have risen to the occasion in times of
national emergencies* The let up in peace time la not Halted to
churches, but la trua of all organisations serving servicemen* Ihero
is a need however, in these days whan it is necessary to maintain
a comparatively large military force, that the churches should have
a long range program to deal with spiritual and moral implications
of this new factor in American life* is have discussed some of the
functional and some of the promotional aspects of this problem as
far as the Protestant Churches are concerned. There are several
precautionary matters which should also be considered* *• must
avoid giving any impression that the churches are endorsing a military
program or build-up as such* The major emphasis for the churches
should be upon s ministry to men going into the service, and upon
their return, in other words upon the civilian aspects, at the same
time remembering the men and women who are away from horns*
Most churches are opposed to Universal iillitary Training, sml it
may aj^ear to some that a long range plan similar to that which we
have been discussing would be approving or fostering such a program
:. raining* iiiiorainjg churches of the need for the type ml lalnistry
described, however^ does not necessarily mean doing any of these
things, but simply recognising that where there is a me^d concerning
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people *Jtm churches sould sinister. Article* in the 89 WSfi\
Hftfl .,^2 an., r Protestant p*riedicals indicate
that *o8» s&o are the aoat strongly' opposed to Universal military
Training are yet aware of the need for chaplains to sainlater to sien
away jTrosi hoas in the military service, and for t&« church to
zaaiBtain its ministry before, furing, and after duty in tn» Armed
roreea,
Recognising the poattbility of !5isc>7ncnptlans arising from a
vigorous prograa of proj**tion, and the raany problem* involved in
presenting these neede doe* not mean feowever, tnat w© eix>uld have
leas discussion but »ore kBm/JMJg§ and understanding concerning
thia ministry which ao vitally affects the witness of the churches
in today1 a world*
KU "?IAW CEHTullX, April 5, 1953.
52* footnote* 12 and 13.
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